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BULGARIANS

NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY EVENING. AUGUST 18, 1900.

FR01

SHAKING UP

UMUEU 200

PRETTY SOON HE'LL GET YOU

SOUTH AMERICA RECEIVES A SEVERE

AND TURKS

ftifeit
NEAR CITY OF
BUENOS AYR ES

A WIDE EXTENDED

TRAINOF SEC.

IN CONFLICT
pillagers. Many persona were kil!"d
by fading walls, survivors camped 'n
Earthquake-Valparai- so
hills and in open 3paces. A number
of people also sought refuge on board
vessels In the haior at Vi!;?raiso.
Vina del Mar, a town about three
miles from Valparaiso, having a population of about 12.nto, aud Qullpque.
province ot Valparaiso, with a pupula
ticn of aliout four thousand, aud Ima- jche. 25 miles irom Valparaiso, with a
; opnliition of about
four thmsands
PILLAGERS WERE SHOT AND PEOPLE CAMPED OS HILLTOPS are
tenoned to ne In ruins.

Is Said to Be

Russia Complains That Arms
Are Being Introduced
Into That Country.
EMPEROR OF AUSTRIA IS

Windows Were Broken and
Some Were Wounded.
SECRETARY

i

NEW

YEARS OLD

SEVENTY-SI- X

Root Was Stoned By Strikers,

Almost Or Quite As Badly Injured
As San Francisco Was.

.

ORK FIRM

RECEIVES DISPATCH OF QIIAUTC
Quake Was Followed By Fire Which Did Great Damage. So! New vork, Aug. ls.wessei imvai
vo.. who au a larise nusmess m
south America and particularly chiio.
That Nearly the Whole City Is In Ruins
Russian Premier Denies That Any
just received tne iouowmg aispatcu
from Valparaiso: "lown nearly deFrom Tremblor and Fire.
Change Is Contemplated in
stroyed.
Particulars later
when
Fundamental Law.
snakes cease. ' i nis dispatch was
New York, Aug. 18. The Herald to shock continued longer than the first. timed 3:55 a. m., but it Is not known
whether tt was filed yesterday morn
vv neu u nuusiueu nres were mazing.
London, Aug. 18. The Dally Mail's day primes the following:
ing or this morning.
alparalso ChU
city and scores of lives were lost.
Sofia correspondent says: The Turko
BERLIN RECEIVES NEWS
veston Without the slightest tremor
Bulgarian incidents havo reached a of
a warning an earthquake visited SITUATI0N SIMILAR TO
OF VALPARAISO'S FATE
in
the
dangerous phase, especially
Berlin. Aug. 18. According to a tel
this city at 8 o clock last night, bring-SAN
FRANCISCO
collision
Kustonje district, where a
ing instant death to hundreds of per-received here from Valparaiso
ig.-- The
Central esram
Nw .york A
took place yesterday between Turks sons and leaving many others imprls- by a bank, half the city Irom AlmemUf
TpWrani,
m.
A,rlon
ol
post
and Bulgarians at the frontier
oned in ruins, many of whom were pany report the situation in Valpa ral to Calle Bella VisttJ containing
Schdrepaniza.
burned to death before aid could reach raiso similar to that which occurred private and business houses and wareChapel
Japan's Banner In Garter
them. The Are started Immediately in San Francisco. Their manager re- houses, has been destroyed.
s.
Sir after
The Garter
first shock and every ports all places of business closed and
Scott-GattSt branch the
visited
Alfred
of the city's service was par- the delivery and operating staff is CABLE IS WORKING
cas
Windsor
Chanel.
Georee's
TO VALPARAISO
alyzed. Panic and consternation
much demoralized. Many people have
tle, the other day, and placed in
Galveston. Aug. 18. The manager
Those who es- left the city.
lollowed.
Emperor
position the banner of the
of the cable company here reports the
injury became frencaped death
of Japan as a member of the Order zied with fearand
cable working to Valparaiso this
little
LONDON ADVICES SAY
render
could
and
Insignia
of whici
of the Garter, the
morning but there Is no communicabusiness
victims.
to
The
THE
FIRE
assistance
CONTINUES
lie was Invested with a few months section of the city Is almost destroyed
Aug. 18. A private cable tion via the land lines to Santiago or
London,
ago. by Prince Arthur of Connaught
fires are steadily raging. We are dispatch received this afternoon from Unenos Ayres.
'
on behalf of the Sovereign of the and
suffering
repe.itlon of the nor Valparaiso says that the fire there NO QUAKES RECORDED
The banner rors of Sanhere
order, King Edward.
As night comes cintinues In the business quarter, but
Francisco.
SINCE THURSDAY
bears a chxysaninemum In gold on a on the city is everywhere aglow with! is declining. Another private cable
Washington, Aug. 18. The records
scarlet ground with a gold fringe. unobstructed fires, clouds of smoke dispatch received at 2:15 this after- of
the
seismographs
at ihe weather
The banners of the King of Wurtem-oer- and vapor Bettle into the streets and noon says that business has tyocn rebureau, taken from the instruments
and the Crown Prince of Sweden houses, where throngs of homeless sumed at Valparaiso,
this
morning, show that there have
were also placed in position.
ones are wandering about crazed wli'iil
, , .
.
been no earth movements here since
Arms Imported Into Russia,
Tt lu olmnut (in nnaai 1.1 o in ii.!tLltVL
four
Through the foreign office the portlln nnw wi.trt on sua r.F inrif rt
FATALITIES OCCURRED that of Thursday afternoon and even
A III?
received
Veil- York
of
IS Tim
has
trade
board
earth. lng, which undoubtedly were due to
Nothin
visitation
laid
has
waste.
the
Chilean earthquake,
a copy of a note from the Rus- ing has been heard from Santiago, quake shocks that were felt through-'1'1- 0
sian ambassador to the effect that the
out the region of Valparaiso, Chile, TIDAY WAVE REPORTED
is
Chile,
capital
city
it
the
of
and
clandestine importation Into Russia, ftio rml that tha tato ? that It v la ua Thursday night were followed Fri- AT HAWAIIAN ISLANDS
by sea, of arms, ammunition and exday by a series of earth t remors that
Honolulu, Aug. 18. Wireless re
plosives, was assuming considerable bad or worse than that of Valparaiso.
throughout
at
intervals
the
continued
tu nut
ports from the islands
,nmm,i,..in
proiwrtions, and the ordinary customs .
.
.
day.
:
Intelligence to this eftect was ltttlll fltl.
,
. of .Hawaii
XT
tI.
vigilance was no longer sufficient to
'8
lBPO S ,ne e'neral height of which was five
rived or left the city since the first J,TH"ft
".
check it.
r
fwtT l
' the enlosed bay of Maalaea
In conformity with an article In the shock, as all railroad tunnels are Bed
'
on the surface communication with the cable office at " hBht was estimated to be thir- Russian code, which provides that in and. ....miles ofn .1 track
,.n.lnHA.t ....ln,.n T
teen
where it carried away the
case of necessity tne vessels of the day !...!
The latter added that wharffeet,
..'p?
The
and its superstructure.
had been usually calmn and numerous
Russian navy should
dewiu
Zu", e Z Phnomenon was manifested by an un- At 8 o'clock the whole city
.L
":''f.LJ
the customs authorities for the diS' pleasant..suddenly
''
precedently heavy Htirf.
The tidal
ward! many
to swing
covery and seizure of contraband, the seemed
fatalities had occurred.
wave is attributed to the earthquake
Russian government had decided to and forward, and then came a sudden
ot
quakes
The second series
was1n So(h AniPril,
whM: ,,rodlirwj
of
feree that: rows of
reinforce the ordinary surveillance of Jolt
" the
I)
TiUI
as
e
he
the customs in the Baltic Sea and ulld ng.
government
observatory at Baldwin,
J
,
us guns uy means or Kussian war made of brittle plaster. Whole rows Kas., the most pronounced shock le IQUIQUE UNAFFECTED BY
vessels empowered to inspect and ef of buildings went down in a few sec- lng timed at 2:27 o'click
Friday
THE EARTHQUAKE
onds. Soon after the second shock had morning.
fect the arrest of suspected ships
Bremen, Aug. 18. Private telesubsided, it became known tht the
grams received here from Iqtilque,
business section of the city was LIMA. PERU, SENDS OUT
SEVENTY-SIXTBIRTHfhllo Ktn.r thai that nltt, t.rau utiaf- Hefore midnight it
A t?ETA.loER.DISPAT9.H
.
DAY OF FRANCIS JOSEPH doomed by fire.
fortftl bv the eTarthquake:
was
sec- Holla
the
eviden
Vista
that
Lima,
Peru,
Aug.
IS.
Heavy
earth
Vienna, Aug. 18. Emperor Francis
was also doomed.
Before the quake shocks occurred at Valparaiso REPORT THAT SANTIAGO
Joseph is celebrating his 7tith birth tion
were given time to realize the at intervals during Thursday night
day and the entire monarchy, is cele people
RECEIVED SHAKING
magnitude of the calamity, again the and damaeed a number of biilldines.
Santiago de Chile, Aug. 17 (I)e- bratins the day ith him. It is safe wij Has biiaKt-ii
won
great
some
or
railing
violence
tnem
into tne streets layed
A fearful earthquake has
to suy Unit tli..
u p:oLuhy uot aa
The earth in places lift-- ' and rendering traffic dangerous. The it- -,i this city
Awful consteniat'on
oiner ruier in tne world wno is so ed andbefore.
pitched
buildings
troops
forward.
Th:s
were
called out and Fhot all prevails here
generally loved anil : expected as Em
peror Francis Joseph. His unvarying
kindness and generosity, his deep re
liglous nature and his simplicity of
character have endeared him to his OLD HOME WEEK BEGINS THE NATIONAL SHOE AND SOME
THINGS OCCUR
subjects, and the tragic events, which
have darkened the last fifteen years
or Ins life have won for him the sinFAIR
THEWATER
cere sympathy of his people.
LEATHER
In deference to the wishes of the
emperor the celebration of his birth
day was not of a spectacular nature.
Concord, N. H., Aug. 18. In accordChicago, 111., Aug. 18. The great' New York, Aug. IS The annual
In the morning services of thanks
giving were held in all the churches ance with a proclamation of the gov- isational Shoe and Leather Fair will atratrord Mioal cruising race under
ernor
New
of
Hampshire,
Old Home be
of the city and throughout the coun Week
formally opened here at 'he arm - "le auslces f the Manhasset Bay
celebration
began
today
try. Special services were held at
ory,
on Michigan avenue, this even- - noon,
throughout
state.
More
the
Zwi ntV d,hh''
than ,
the Chapel in the Hofburg, ut St. fifty towns
,
.
in .his state appropriated "s, aim iMuuubes
10 oe xne largest of entries and the qujilty of the en
Stephen's, and ut the Church of St.
celebration of Old Home and most important exhibition of the tered craft, tae race will be ungually
Augustine. All the churches
were funds for theyear
Week this
and i nnearly every kind ever held. The exhibition in- interesting.
crowded with spectators.
The city case
The start will be nfede
the sums appropriated
were cludes the display of the biggest shoe shortly after 3 o'clock,
was nanasomeiy decorated, with that
from a startlarger
ever
than
before.
The various Jobbers, shoe manufacturers, tanners, ing line off the Club house
exquisite taste for the artistic and granges,
in
farmers' organizations, pat- leather dealrs, makers of leather and
picturesque wjiich characterizes all
Bay, aud the course will be
such public demonstrations In the old riotic societies and the citizens in shoe making machinery, supplies, etc to and around Stratford Shoal light
city. The most spectacular feature seuciai nave comuiueu in tneir eriorts ever seen in this country. It is the and back, a distance of 70 mites. The
of the day was the annual birthday to make the celebration a success,- first fair or such a general character principal prize will be a trophy valreview of the Vienna garrison. There and everywhere interesting and ap - jever held here and promises to at- - ued at $100, offered by Howard Gould.
ar- tract manufacturers, dealers and buy
no other public demonstration. luuiuiaij yiuK1aws nave uuen
second rrize will be a. tronhv val- uun nres win ers from all parts of the United The
uic
Business was practically suspended, uufecu
ued at 0U, offered by Vice Commandmm
..fiincu
eveuiuB an inrousa states and Canada.
and the good burghers of Vienna deer Ashton . ' I'ltirL-uni- i .
Tho
thl.rf
oe ueiel in
.
TllM f:ilr
siaie, aim meeiings
- i... .tn u a
hfia l.n.n arranu u 1...
voted themselves to pleasure. Hun- iiib
-"
, will
.
uj l.ioLnuze
tt.i.ir-v- .
tronnv va ued at no.
win
dreds of thousands went to the Pra- hisloricar'aresse-- 1
""
soni"ln- In
: ".Ar Duncan. Jr! The
ter, where the usual attractions
i. o.iuiuo,
is open lo'abin yacnts, not over
:
awaited them. Others went on ex stances there will be parades and night. While the fair is going on, iaue
45 feet over all,
cursions to points in the beautiful sur prizes will be awarded to such former a convention of representatives of the recognized club. and enrolled in any
roundings of the city. In the even- residents who have come the longer noe and leather Interests of the
ing there will be a general illumin- distances, are the oldest or who have I'nited States will be held here.!
Inter Canoe Club.
left their home town and state at the Thousands of retail merchants, whole-- !
ation and fire works in the Prater.
IV
W ashinpttn
tenderest age.
f '.. Aitu 10 - 1 ....
salers, shoe manpfacturers,
.
Jobbers,
ci - van ue ciuo regalia 01 tne
iiunU.rU i,. ...
a
n.."
FUNDAMENTAL RUSSIAN LAW
" "
w11'
held this afternoon on
,
.
WILL NOT BE CHANGED
club house of the
off
the
rvr.
St. Petersburg,
Aug. 18. Premier
Washington Canoe Club.
All turee
will be attracted to the exposition and
Stolypin authorized u Hat denial of the
o the city, the High Island, the
clubs
reports wnicn nave been In circulaSeveral special trains, Sycar.iore and tne Washington
IN MA60ALENA DISTRICT convention.
Canoe
bearing large delegations from east- tion here- - with regard to the revision
will be represented In the reeru stales, are here, this afternoon Club,
of the fundamental law, declaring that
r
gatta.
ior which 8n unusually
any alteration is not even contem- FROM W. S STRICKLER,
"?
!S
? "d,
REPRE-of eneries lias been made.
',
plated. In reference to other rumors
lui.naauii Will 1'IJllli irUIll lie bllOt?
SENTING OTERO ESTATE AND
and
district-- ; of New Kngland
that a commission is now working on
Mariner on Shore.
E. S. STOVER
a revision of the law governing the
DEAL CONalone.
KocUport, ..ass.. Aim. 18. Today Is
election of members of parliament, a
SUMMATED YESTERDAY.
a holiday for the
irs of Admiral
member of the cabinet said they are
AUTHORIZES WORK TO
Evans' fleet, and wi'ii the permission
probably traceably to the fact that the
BE DONE ON FORTS of
the commander :hey are enjoying
What is perhaps one of the mos:
government is making a systematic
New York, Aug. 18. The quarterstudy of the rule in deletions and how important mining transactions made master ueneial of the arMiv hnn mi. shore leave to th fullest extent. They,
are the guests of lie citizens of Rock-portbest to combat the efforts of the rev- in this city in a nuniM.r of years was ti.rlH.i th t, ,!!... in., u ,.. - i..
who have subscribed liberally
olutionists.
consummated yesterday when C. T. forts in New York state and New
for the entertainment of the boys.
mown, tne well known Socorro min- - York e.ty. Contracts
will soon i. A bi- reception has been arranged in
AMERICAN SOLDIERS
I,ro,llo,er. purchased ,ade tor the construction, the funds honor
"J?," a""
of the sabor boys and tney wm
PAY A VISIT' TO CANADA fr.
Ottawa. Out.. Aug. 18. About 1.2UU
cboe,:r
ri:t
officers and men of the New York
militia and a number of companies of
uu"
There
orable impression.
will be
'
,
,
i
various militia regiments
in other mining district ies"
In .he
d .her
eas'ern slates arrived here, bearing theTheroue
ca. afton:.,m and fire works in the even- r.u'1
m m".
..7.:.'"
their arms by permission of the Can i. . oldest
i.
,
.
a storer.". ii ui.w. n. i. tinners quariers ami
u ,u him nosMf.ri.ui
adian government. The occasion is
ir
Fort Niagara linw lu.
oust for oil.
owners many- veara
nr..
,i,,,i.i..
anil
'tie annual visit at the invitation of late
rateil
"
,
.
.
i'iii"in. uhu bhAND GOMPERS
the Hikis-eiy i.iiiauie. jnelr
Army and Navy Veteran !la llUini.
"""R
cUier set bamelor
otuc rs quarters and MITCHELL AFTER LITTLEFI ELD
,
,eau, silver and carbonates.
assocla'lon of Boston.
Mass.
The ".e
doub.e barracks.
I'lattsburgh
Bath. Me.. Aim. lv .Samuel (ioni-P- '
Ihe monetary consideration in the two
soldiers pay their own fare and
narracks Enlarging quart em taster's
rs and John Mitchell have started
Uieir own expenses on the t rip. transaction was not made public but stables and wagon sln-l- .
Fort Tot ten a vigorous campaign with the ultimate
but the orbcers and men of the Otta- i; is understood to have been nnlto
One stable fur dratr animals and end to defeat Congressman Charles E.
wa garrison have arranged an tlali-orui- considerable sum.
mounted officers' horses, an. I two bar- l.iuletlebl, a republican, for
program for the entertainment
arcks f.jr coast arnl:ei y. to be erete, ti
d
i
district. C.ompers
tlie
Money Market.
of their visitors.
It tills post ins'eail of
Schuvler. began Ins stum; nig 'our toilav ami
New York, Lead and copper quiet Firt Wood Barracks forlolt
l.U men and will (. liver adiiresses
denouncing
St. Louis Wool Market.
and unchanged. Money on call, nonii- converting oiu aumiiiisTration buil.ling
I.itt efie bl as an ein niv of oruanW..,!
I. GUIs. Ail.'
-- Wool
Kfea ly nal. I'riiue inercaiitiie paper
into quarters for noncomniissioned labor, in this city, Livermore Fulls.
'
and
I ft cent;
bar si.ver GO
stuff utlicers and
employe.
Humford Falls and noskland.
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SPHKS AT

BANQUETS HIS HONOR

j

Former Minister Drago Makes Ef
fectlvc Speech and Arouses Utv
most Enthusiasm.
Buenos Ayrcs, Aug. 18. While
Root and party were returning
IQursdav from Ohnacnmiia
Ranh
strikers stoned the train, breaking
me windows in Root a car and wounding Minister of Agriculture In th
neck, several others of ,ae party wer
slightly hurt.
Sec-retar-

?.1

1

Pi

THREE

1

I

king-at-arm-

y,

indo-scribab-

AS USUAL

FOR IHE

Edward Krause of Deleware Will Cost S750.000 Each and
Elected Grand Worth PresRepresent a New Type
ident of Eagles.
Entirely.

g

inl

n.

TRUSTEES OF LIFE
EXPERTS THINK PLANS
INSURANCE ARE SUED
ARE ABOUT PERFECT
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t
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Sei-m-

-

Great Banquet and 8peech.
(Delayed)
A banquet waa given,
this evening in honor of Secretary
Root by the leading representativsa
of the banking, commercial and railway Interests of this city, and was the
most Important function since his arrival here. Senor Drago, former minister ot foreign affairs, in proposing
to the healta of President Roosevelt,
secretary Root and the ipeople of the
United States said the moment was
propitious for drawing closer the
bonds of amity, uniting the two nations. Root wag accorded great ova-.tloHe said that the United States
had never employed and never would
employ her army or navy for collection of debts contracted W fnvem.
ments or private Individuals. He. was
an advocate Of arbitration; mediation
and all other elements that made for
peace, ine secretary snoke of the
phenomenal nroertss mnrio hv Arrcn.
tine Republic and concluded with an
eloquent tribute to Buenos Ayres. He
resumed nis seat amidst the greatest
enthusiasm, flowers being showered
on him from all parts of the house.

Cape Haytlan, Aug. 18. A serious
revolution, according advices received
hereby couriers today, has broken out
in Sun Diego.
Revulutlonary bands
under the command of Gen. Navarro
are said to have landed near Riverere
and have attacked and captured Uaja- bon, wii.ch was pillaged and abandon
ed after twenty persons had
been
are now
killed. The revolutionists
said to be near Guaybin and began
marching on Monte Christ I. It is said
that Gen. Beschamps wil. assume com
mand ot the forces and operate agalns'
the government in favor of former
Ferlsdent Jlmlnez. State of anarchy
prevails in the northern part of Sanio

Washington, D. C, Aug. 18. The
naval constructors will soon begin
work on plans for the three destroyers which are to be built this year
and which were authorized by congress in the recent session, to cost
not more than 750,0U0 each. These
destroyers will represent a distinct
advance In that type of naval vessels.
The principal characteristic
will be that of speed, and the turbines with which the destroyers will EXECUTIVE
COMMITTEE
be equipped are expected to drive the
boats through the water at thlrty-flv- o
and possibly, thirty-si- x
knots.
This is a big advance in speed when
it is considered that the destroyers
now under construction will have a
Bpeed of only thirty and one-ha- lf
Domingo.
MEETS IN.THIS CITY AND SEknots. The new destroyers will be
LECTS SEPT. 25 AS THE TIME
of about COO tons displacement, and
EAGLES ELECT THEIR
AND LAS VEGAS PLACE FOR
GRAND WORTHY PRESIDENT will be of an ocean going quality.
NEXT MEETING.
expeitM
of
he
ward
Kraase M,ost
Milwaukee. Aug.
fl,.?A
of Wilmington. Del., was today an- . me UUUJC
The executive committee
li!
of the
u,e uouiuillieill Ul
.. t nn tl.lMnt A
nn.,nJ no tho
New Mexico Bankers' association met
certain
to
rtn,an
:
in the contest for the office of grand
'5ars
ln
today.
city
this
It will be rememnow
.
worthy president of tho Fraternal Or- - known
"ef
bered that this association was organgreater
to
speed
a
Mr. Krause received
der of Bugles.
knots. ized, held its first meeting and was
than thlrty-Bl- x
1,38(5 votes against 814 for Henry G. the destroyers
the given Its first banquet In this city,
of
mean
will
abandonment
It
the
Davis of Ohio, the renirlng head of the surface torpedo boat for one thing last winter.
order. Norfolk, Va., with 932 votes, and it is expected by
There were In attendance upon the
its advocates
was the choice for the next conven- to
introduce a new peril to. the bat- meeting of the committee today, E. A.
tion city.
tleship In time of war. A greater Cahoon, cashier of the First National
speed would mean an Increase In the Bank of Roawpl, and chairman of the
INSURANCE TRUSTEES ARE
SUED FOR MILLIONS size of the destroyer, and this is not executive fawmiUee; D, T. Hoskln.
considered advisable. The only hope cashier of the San Miguel National
New York. Aim. JS. Complaints la of a greater speed for
destroyer bank, Las Vegas; Joseph Price, presl
a suit Involving an accounting ot sums la In the appllcaton of the
internal dent of the Socorro State bank; Jefaggregating
several millions were combustion engine, which,the
as yet, has ferson Raynolds, president of the
served by the Mutual Life nlsurance not developed sufficiently to be of use First National bank. Las Vegas
i H9
company upon three of its former In
D. Bowman, president of Bowman's:
the destroyer.
trustees, Robert Oliphant, Jas. C.
bank, Las Cruces, secretary t of the
Holden and Chas. Miller, who conassociation an
clerk of the
stituted the expenditures committee SEARCHING EOR AN
committee; C. N. Black well, president
of the McCurdy administration.
of the First National bank of Raton,
OLD TIME MINER and president of the association;
TWENTIETH REGATTA TO BE
Frank McKee, cashier of the First
HELD AT EASTEON, MD.
National bank of Albuquerque; and
Aug.
18.
eon,
Md.,
liant
The twenW. S. Strlckler, vice president of the
tieth annual regatta of the chesa- - A J. LOOMIS CAME TO NEW MEX- Albuquerque Bank of Commerce.
p eake Bay Yacht Club of Eastern will
ICO IN 1905 AND RELATIVES
The committee besides attending to
lie held this auernoon on the Miles
THINK HE WAS MURother Important business, selected Les
River, otf St. Michaels.
DERED.
Vegas as the place and September 25
There will be two canoe races, a
as the time for holding the next anskiff race and a motor boat race, all
George F. Reld of Pennsylvania, ar- - nual meeting of the association. Eaht
over u.uereni courses, anu eacu wi.i rlved ln Albuquerque today, en route of these gentlemen Teported affairs
oe in full view of the spectators, on east from a. nleasure trin to th mart.. In his particular section as in most
the Shore from the time the boats land anent Ihe, tli.m hr.r trvtni, in excellent condition.
start until they finish. The first race secure data concerning one A. J
will be open to all comers between IxKJmls, a miner, who came to New
r
2!) and btt feet,
line length. Mexico, from Schuylkill, Pa., in 18K5,
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
Canoes under 29 feet will have to en- and who, Mr. Iteid tftinkB, was later
ter at that length. The time allow- murdered.
ance will be at the raie of 7 seconds
"He was my wife's father," said Mr.
Spelter.
per Inch measured for a course of Reld, in conversation with a repreSt. Louis, Aug. 18. Spelter, quiet,
twenty nautical miles.
ne second sentative
of The Evening Citizen, $392.
race Is open to canoes between 26 "and came, to New Mexico In 1895.
r
Hue.
The He would be about 75 years old if
and 30 feet
Grain and Provision.
canoes in tills race will only be allow alive today. Hefore he left Schuyl
Chicago, Aug. 18. Close:
ed malnsalli foresail and Jib. but no ljuil he told a friend that he bad mines
Corn Sept. 48c; Dec. 44c.
outriggers or dead ballast. The time in New Mexico that would make him
Oats Sept. 29ic; Dec. 3i)c.
allowance will be computed as In the! and his relatives rich. Shortly after
Pork Sept. $17: Jan. $13.30.
first race
coming here we read in the papers
Sept. $S.6o; Oct. $8.70& $8.7J.
Iard
The third race Is for sailing skiffs, that he had been murdered while out
Ribs Sept.
$8.874 $8.90;
Oct.
between 1') and 30 feet. The fourtht prospecting, and as we never heard $8.70.
I.s open to all motor boats bewe
accepted
from
the
afterwards,
him
rcti
Chicago Livestock.
tween 18 and 3ti feet water line length newspaper story as being true.
Chicago, Aug. 18. Cattle recelpas,
jnd two Mid oehalf to fl'teen horse
"However, as I happened to lie out
Mwer. This race will also be a hand- here I thought I would stop off in Al- 400; market, steady. Beeves, $3.85&
icap event. Valuable, prizes will be buquerque and see If I could se'eure 6.75; cows and heifers, $l.35(; 5.30;
awarded to first and second In each any data regarding the old gentle- stockers and feeders. $2.40 4.5o; calman or find someone who remem- ves, $3.z67.50.
event.
Sheep receipts 2, 00, market, Bteody
bered the circumstances.
"Since arriving here I have heard Sheep $3.00&5.35; yearlings, $5.4unJ
THE STETSON FAMILY
HOLD A BIG REUNION that there is an A. J. Ioomls In Santa ti.30; lambs, 4.aOi?8.oO.
I don't know who he is. or
.V. ii wall. Mass., Aug. 8.
The annual!Kansas City Market.
kindred of pr he is a son or relative of my wife's
of the atetHon
Kansas City, Aug. 18. Cattle ReAmerica is being held today at the father, but I have hi'ard tha he was ceipts,
4,000; market steady; native
old homestead place of Cornet Rob-- to young to be the A. .1. I.oomis al-- I steers, $4.0ojt6.40;
southern
ert Stetson. Several hundred members 8,11 l"klg up, as the latter was
southern cows, $200fi
tne family are in attendance. The molit j when he first came to New $2.7504.00;
3.25; native cows and heifers, $2.oo?
Jiinual meeting was held this morning Mexico."
5.00; stockers and feeders,
$2 ti0fj
and at noon dinner was served In the
4.00; bulls, $2.00ij3.25; calves. $2 oUjj)
pavilion, which was erected for O"0" OF FORRESTERS
."); western fed steers. $3.504j6.OO;
HOLD CONVENTION
ilia' purpohe. In the afternoon an en- western fed cows, $2.00(3' 4.oo.
tw'tuinnieiit will be given. Tho asso-- j
Worn Mer, .irsi. Alt 18 The
Sheep Receipts, none.
was organized lust year and soclated courts of the Order of
; oi aied
under tne name of the esters of this city are holding their
Stock Market.
-- (.losing
Stetson Mnilrxl of America. Francis field day at Cascudo Park, Newcastle,
New YorK, Aug.
stocks:
Yynde Stetson of New York Is presl-- today. TnU morning they had a
9
(lent. John H. Stetson of Philadelphia, grand parade in w hich a number of
Do .4.1
1004
he celebrated hut manufacturer, was courts tr im Huston and other cities New York Central .
144!,
elected vice president, but died last In the state took part. At the park Pennsylvania
115Si
winter at his winter residence in this afternoon, there will be the cus I'nlon t'ueinc
184'4
Florida. The association lias recently tomary game's, track events and ath
Do ii fd
94 v
purchased M acres of land, which let Ic conusts. Several tnotisaud vlsi- t opper
109 V4
incluiles the homestead place of Cor- - tors have been attracted by the cele- - Steel
n- -t
K. .inn bu tton.
Iiratlun.
Do pfd
108
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Is too much

OffUUl Paper of Bernalillo County fix themseves a little.
Pierpont Morean Saves Drowning
MdCltroi Albuquerque.

Sickness

I

Curing

Man

I Prmt Aftartoeii Dltpatchw.
Mr. J. Pierpont Morgan, the great!
money magnate, blossomed out In aj
Urprt City tn4 County ClroiUtl.
m
i new
as pen me oun-Th LirrMl ntw dmki ifircuiiTiofi
himself as a life saver. His yacnt,;
lirrmt Hurttioin rimiCimiiti
trip
thp Corsair, on a fast
down the
subscription:
or
In time!
stopped
was
Just
river.
.. 18.00
nay
tmTwoKm........
.
a man
running
down
Tfr
nrevent
to
her
Urn
b aU. pr mofith...
too who was in the river just In front of
mU kr mU.
I
Mi Mnririin en or thft man.
how .......
Qtlly by Carrier. 60c ptr month
and was all alive to the danger at
. , .. . once.
Colling a rope as skillfully as
, . .
the veriest deckhand, he flung it with
m pm
th. wMi paid monthly.
a true aim right before the drowning
man, and held him until a boat picked
MnrtMng tttei Made Known on Application nlm'up. He was (t.iighied with his
scene
-" PHrticlpation in the thrilling
tlII.dZt.i7- -i Iy iwnHi.liviT f th. ppr.
Mr. Morgan's extremely good health
helped In the exploit. There are no
.hold b.
-r. .n.
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NEW MEXICO

surplus, $100,000

reoiole who aire
"Neccessary to Youv Prosperity

For this reason you should
use every precaution to ward off
disease, by using preparations
of known value to disinfect your
homo and premises. We carry
disa full line of antiseptics,
deodorizers,
and
infectants,
whlcn are very valuable for
keeping sickness out of your
nome, especially during the hot
weather.
Come In and see what we
have. Buy if you want to.
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MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

Citizen "Want Ads, FurnisH you

XSya

'

18,

BANK INSTITUTIONS

of the man who rho'iid be working for you?
of the map rh- - wouid glnrMy lend you money?
v. ul.l UK to buy your hors?
of tho n .n vn-)
would
bnv an Interest In your business?
who
mnn
of the
of the man wim would buy that lot of ground?
of the man who woull h iy your old bicycle?

Is Much Easier Than

I

T-

8ATURDAY, AUGUST

DO YOU WANT THE
NAME, AND ADDREvS

Preventing

trouble at
women attending po
II me
litical meet lulls on .Mommy.
washing Is put over It always nuns
on Tuesday.
The regular meeting
day shall, therefore, he on Tuesday.
The rights of the home having re
ceived such a boost It Is now possi
hie that other advances will be mnde
and home comforts be corresponding
lv increased, while political matters

mnde: "There

Tke Citizen Publishing Company home to permit

CITIZEN.

the Sev

Ward Republican club of Jersey
Citv, which refuses absolutely ever
Vlll.-LILIIIIIU riT17rNknh
to meet on Mumlny. This ruling was

YI1F FVFNINfi

EVENING

INTEREST

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
IP YOU WANT help of any kind, or
employment of any kind, pnone
call or write Abraham's Employ-- 1
ment office, 120 West Silver ve--j
nue, at the Elite cafe. 'Phones, On
Furniture. Pianos, Organs, Horses,
Automatic, 379; Colorado, 289.
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RE- WANTED.
Kir"fo7 F"V7al house CEHT8, M low as 1U

ON

ALLOWED

I

SAYINGS '.DEPOSITS

MONEY to LOAN

With Ample

Means and Unsurpassed

fit

l

Facilities.

(jnioiQES

Qfi

WANTED Uoys to nail boxes. Must youj pogBOgB,on 0ur rateg ,re reason- millionaire, and his brain la
Mat ha
good
pring nammt rs. nwi
body.
He
ahie. Call and see us before Dorrow- feels
heakhv as his
tory, Amerlcm Lumber Co., at 7 a. ,ng
over the recent performances of the
HIGHLAND PHARMACY
ni. Monday.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
corporation, which are proving
Colorado I 5 Steel
Avtomafle 183
tickets to and from ail
good woman cook to Steamship
WANTED
A
his prophecies to have been correct.
205 East Railroad Ave.
parts or tne worm,
cook only one meal a day. uooa
He walks witn a springy step anu
Extends to Depositor Every Proper Accommodation, and Solicits
cook.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
wages. Must be first-clalively air, and Is evidently Just In
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.
s
worn.
RallroadAve.
West
315
rim for a nig winter
German or Swede preferred.
mldUie-ageClark's Nursery.
steady
A
WANTED
V.
i
SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
wH.. ,B.....M
woman to do cooking and general
Senator Clark is looking out for his
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Mator
addres
Apply
style
that
TTZTTT:
housework.
children in the wholesale
Solomon Luna, President; W. S. Strickler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
1
I
M
Q
Albuquerqtn.
A
O
unDairy.
Jersey
fl
HARIl
3
who
PP
P
man
has
thews'
a
expec;s
i
Full Set of Teeth
one
from
Johnson, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldridge, Solo96
Gentlemen's secondhand
limited millions at his command and Gold Crowns
WANTED
mon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, Geo. Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.
up
life.
in
street,
$1.50
Is presented with children late
Gold Filling
clothing. No. 515 South First
LAWYERS.
av
on
na
gorgeous
auaress
boc
rlttn
His
Painless Extracting
mansion
south of viaduct, benu
enue is scarcely finished before ex
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON. TOPEKA & SANTA FE RY.
Ira M. Bond.
GUAR
mane.
being
ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY
tensive alterations are
middle-ageman, who
WANTED-r- A
LAW,
street
32
P
ATTORNEY
AT
One
wnoie
ANTEED.
just for the children.
the wont, to take N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
understands
story Is to be remodeled entirely for
charge of lawn and grounds at a lands, patents,
copyrights, caveats,
being
floor
their benefit, the fourth
sanltorluni. Good wages and board letter patents, trade marks, claims.
made over, practically. There are two
preferred.
German
party.
righi
to
ft!
R. W. D. Bryan.
of the children, one only a few weens
Call at The Citizen office for particATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquer
v nen inee cmmirn nioia.
4
t,
cOdlUluav
ulars.
Mr olller tney wm find a playroom un
que, N. Al. Office, tirst National
MICIUUUU 13 i'wiu
Pank building.
equalled in the world, ttie wans oi
SALESMEN WANTED.
Religiously Observed Than the nursery being laid in costly lues
B. F. COPP.
E. W. Dobson.
WANTED Salesman? Experienced"iii
representing the legends aear to cnn ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office, Crorn- any line to sell general Ptores In
Even Sunday Is.
dren. There would stem to be but
ell block, Albuquerque, N. M.
New Mexieo; an unexcelled, speciallitle chance for the divorce microbe
ty proposition; commission and 535
Ornwi a4 Directs
DENTISTS.
family.
to make any Inroads in that
weekly for expenses. The ContinenMINING NEWS FROM
SOME
HATNOUK9
JOSHUA
8.
to
Mr. Clark is a
tal Jewelry Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
M. W. riXWRNOT
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
PIERPONT MORGAN SAVES
be sure, but there are those precious
salesman to covWANTEDCapable
Dental Surgeon.
FRANK McKSSO
Outlier
children, which will keep the million
THE SILVER CITV COUNTY
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
It. A. f'HQtg 1
m
er New Mexico witn staple line;
.Amlitut Castiter
i,,m
to them and to his wife. The
aire
true
company.
high commissions with $100 month- the Golden Rule Dry Goods
H. F. ILATMOCDS
LIFE OF DROWNING MAN millionaire who shows such a fond
ly advance; permanent position to Both 'phones. Appointments made by
ness for the children given him will
Demail.
light man. .less. H. Smith Co.,
PHILADELPHIA
V.
BELL'S
BBPOOTOKT.
alwius love the wife who gave them FRANK
troit, Michiaan!
MINE NOW PRODUCING
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
to him. while Mrs. Clark is caring
Office
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Senator Clark Makes Changes In m;:re .or tha cniluren than for socl
DISTRICT ACTIVE LOST
1MWfiOQA9
Author! Mm! Qfcpttftl
mw mmwm
FOR RENT.
ours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:.0 p. m.; 1:30
MINE SHIPS 100 OUNCE
avenue
ety.
has
.
mansion
That
Fifth
IS&e.OWMB
Paid Vp Ciitl, Surptau ud Prof
new
l
The
SALE
REN
FOR
uR
His House to Accommodate
Ap
462.
5
m.
p.
Telephone
m.
to
MINING
GOLD OTHER
a story In it for the whole country
814 South Arno st.
room
at
house
by
pointments
mall.
made
ITEMS.
and a special edition for the benefit of
His Young Children.
Payment $12 per month. Address
Depository for AtchUon. Topeka A But F RI1war Oowpanj
and
millionaires might be written
DR. B. M. WILLIAMS,
Highlands, Citizen oC.ce.
published.
The Philadelphia mine, owned b FOR RENT Three furnished rooms
Dentist.
Maris Fortune Grinding Organ
New York, Aug. 18. Some people
Frank C. Hell, is showing up iu ex
for light housekeeping. 418 North
Office on Railroad avenue, over Manare coming back to town, their sum- - The death of the richest organ- cellent
new
days.
A
shape
these
street.
Auto 203.
doll's.
'Phone,
Second
mer vacation havintr exnlred. and grinder In the Lnited Stales tins at- shaft was recently sunk to the depth
house; bath
mat of 10U feet, in tne course of winch FOR RENT A
they have to endure the dry and con- - tracted widespread attention.
PHYSICIANS.
electric light and other modern conBurning heat of middle August, show- - an organ grinder should pick up titty work a large ore vein was cut.
Mr.
veniences. 624 West Tijeras aveDR. R. L. HUST.
inn the city at its worst, for the sea- - lliousanu tionars oi an estate uesiues Bell Is now taking out good mineral
nue.
Office,
N. T. Armijo Bldg.
son' has really been a comparatively nis living expenses, Dy nis street, or right along, the output ueing sutfic-ieTuberculosis
treated with Hlgh- uleaaant one In the city. These first gun grinding, seems almost lncrediFOR RcinT Houses; modern; 3 to 5
two
of
shipment
warrant
to
the
Frequency Electrioal
Current and
comers feel it very keenly and think ble. but Melcher Wideman did It. ne cars per week of the lower grade
rooms; also store room. W. H.
estate broker, 211 West Germicide. Treatmentsp. given each
the city Is really very hot and un- - had, to be sure, to grind out kock oi product. The high grade copper is
m.. Trained
day from 8 a. m. to 4
comfortable, an enmnnred w in the Ages ana jesus. i.over oi Jiy noui
Gold avenue
Mr.
being shipped nt present.
Both 'phones.
countrv that thev have lust left. They a million times or so, but he did it noi
In good location nurse In attendance.
Saloon
RENT
FOR
the
to
shipment
car
a
load
Pell
made
rolled in one by one,
DR. W. G. SHADRACH.
iave come home too tarly, is and the pennies
In city; fixtures
and everything
silver City reduction works, Friday,
there is September yeuto come, with sometimes many of them at a time and
Apply to Con Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
business.
ready
for
week.
car
this
ship
will
another
Its peculiar heat. Observers who have ana me Bum was nnany accumumteti
and Throat.
solldaled Liquor Co.
Philadelphia has a reputation as
particularly noticed the weather con- - Pennies have a habit, if they Hre not The
Occullst and Aurlst for Santa Fe
housekeeping
In
the
best
of
mines
being
one
RENT
the
Furnished
FOR
lines. Office, 313Va West Rail
ditions find that September puts in at once got rid of, of mounting up district, and the property Is iu betrooms, 2, 3 or . rooms; quite re- coast avenue.
some very uncomfortably hot weather into respectable sums, and many's the ter shape now than ever before. Mr.
road
916
South
convenient.
spectacle;
"
Hours: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1:30 to 5
in Its first nair tnat has some pecu- - nyi'ie nsury ui nniiyy
Pell is reserving his high grade ore
Proadway.
Keeping me penmen,
p. m.
"X
liar qualities of making people extra- on
on
dposli
AND
RENT Newly furnished rooms
ordinarily hot. The nights may or cured a goodly sum. It is the econ senting an Old FOR
. .
UNDERTAKER.
may not be cool, but the sun has ereat omy of the recunent oi tne income i
at the Minneapolis house, with or
company,
working
the
and
.Mexico
without housekeeping, $1 per week Auto, 'phone 316.
power, and people roast and complain tnat loes the business, for this great
Colo., Red 115
John Perry and Muekley
anil up. Albuquerque, N. M.
during the first fall month who have city is iuu oi opportunities ior tne Rattler,
A. BORDERS.
unKresge,
George
by
mines,
owned
penny.
is
It
of
nimble
catcher
the
groan,
endured the summer without a
FOR SALE.
Commercial Club Building. Black
lease and bond, has quite a force
As they swelter they unite in deplor-- sl(i mat iew lorKers win uuy any der work
and White Hearse, $5.
and is pushing development. FOR SALE Second hand buggy and
hing, and, if it takes the popular at
Ing the fact that they took that pre
driving pony. W. H
Is very satisfactory and
showing
harness;
also
The
ARCHITECTS.
penastonishing
Is
how
fancy,
it
the
summer
clous
vacation when the
McMllllon, 211 West Gold avenue.
properties are proving all that
summer was young, while they might nies will come pouring In to an or- the
Shipments
Spencer
and V. O. Wallingfit
W.
more.
F.
and
150 head of horses
i OR SA
OOOOw0C-CO0better have taken it when they had gan grinder or a peddler of apples or was expected
,
Barnett building,
not been commenced, altiiough
Kod conduion. Apply or address ford. Rooms
got through with the largest stretch a vender of other fruit, who just pa- have
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
The
good
is
being
taken
ore
oul.
17.
room
Na
A.
T.
First
uurule,
public
to
tiently
take
the
waits
for
of hot weather and so been In the
lie near the Old Hanover.
tioual Pank building, Albuquerque,
country during the hot weather of from his stand the fruit he has to mines
CIVIL ENGINEER.
Not for long can a location of suc'n
sell. In a busy season this old man
Lmtfr Hmmd
a
early September.
of
furniture
SALE
The
FOR
lay
promise
Copper
dorm
as
Flats
Is said to have taken In as much as
J. R. Farwell.
sell
piano.
Will
Envlopo
with
house
Two Sacred Institutions.
Is
jf
opinion
The concensus
Room 23, N. T. Armijo building.
$25 a day, and be has been twenty-eigh- t ant.
all for what piano cost. The house
Not Htmtt
But they have all had a vacation at
years at it. He depended large- that large and lucrative bodies of
Co,
for mil. Close in. Porterfield
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Program
some time. There are only two insti- ly on the traveling public and the copper must be found In this belt if
110 Gold avenue.
tutions In America, especially in New Kimimor rpuiriu iick n; 1111
iuiiniuuv and sceiiiueaiiy pumucu. i.
Invitation
Maddlson.
K,
D.
Thos.
York city, that are absolutely sacred sums at Glen Island when that resort
the copper age; its conductivity f FOR SALE: Soda Fountain. T. J
Catalogue
Office with W. B. Childers, 117 West
Topham.
So
Imperative.
the summer vacation and the Sat- was open, and then trying the Incom- - eleetrlclly makes It
Oold avenue.
Blank Book
en
to
gasoline
urday
FOR SALE A
There are plenty lng and outgrowing crowds at the all concerned should pull together
Racolpt Book
VETERINARIAN.
cine, all complete. J. F. Palmer,
ot workmen and professional men in railroad depots when fall and winter invert capital to mis promising
D01 North First street.
New York who would no more be
On this especial site N. C.
It seems that men and women ' trict.
Dr. F. L. Schneider.
raught working at five minutes past on a Journey incline to indulge in the Titus began an investigation for east- - FOR SALE
A handsome Hardma
Office, 424 North Second street.
12 o'clock on Saturdays
than they dulcet notes of a hund organ, and so eru parties on ine sun. ah mm.iM,
piano, in fine condition and almost Phones Auto., 311; Colo., Black 35.
In other word
would be caught stealing, and as for it came to pass that, when Melcher with the properties hope that they
new, at a bargain. For particu Residence 'phone. Auto., 747
Room:,
w turn e v t
the vacation, they must have that If came to die there was from fifty to ' will be fruitful und that the report
lars. call et this office.
everything)
STOVER,
E.
E.
RODERICK
it bankrupts them. The Sabbath day seventy-fiv- e
.thousand dollars io be will result in extensive development, FOR SALE
My general store. Rare
fjrlntmr know
Mine,
The cwner of the
is no longer half as sacred In their distributed among heirs that probably
chance for some one to Eecure an Electrical and Mechanical Engineer,
hot to do . . .
eyes as the Saturday
It
not have looked at Melcher ated in Gold Gulch, has made a
n
hi shed business.
Address,
est
l
&
Co
Fairbanks,
Morse
Agent
for
Is bo generally observed In New York
the crank of his little music ment to the smelter at El Paso which
M., Pueblltos, N. M.
Gas and gasoline engines a specialty
City that it Is almost impossible to do grinder and money
producer, but gave a return of 102 ounces per ton.
en 906 West Railroad avenue. Auto
ORSAI.iO A well established
any business at all on that day after they will discover no taint on the. This sounds good, and with a few
oeoeOtOeCe
eral nurchandise store, doing gxnl matic 'phone. 179.
would
1Z o clock, as no one is at home and mnnev fnr Meli-he- r
tihsorl.e.i nolhinu such shipments the counfry
business, in good country town;
attending to business. A collector for but pennies, not having once merged bear the resemblance to a
OF
EXAMINER
TITLES.
(itOrO
tr,,i,l
fnr aniline
Ninonnfl
an installment house tried the other another man's hand organ with bis! Thomas Holman, who Is leasing
buildlntr and dwelling for rent or
ESTABLISHED 1873. 0
day to go his usual rounds on Satur- - own. The business does not Incline from the Santa Rita Mining company
H. R. WHITING,
"OLD RELIABLE."
sale. P. u. box L'IS.
day, and he was laughed at by the to aWsorpi ion of nvau.
No. 119 South Second Street, First
There is a ami w no recently shuck goon ore, uas
debtors, clerks or caretakers, who breezy independence about It that had the misfortune to have the mine FOR SALE The Minneapolis House,
National Bank building,
at a bargain. Must be sold. Forty
Albuquerque. N. M.
told him that nobody could be found fnlls iik Hint ilier Is one linn of trade 'filled with water.
doing business on that sacred after- Ihat is exempt from monopoly and In
four rooms, all newly furnished
A. T. Johnson, of Tonopah. Nov..
Examiner and abstracter of land
painted and papered. The best pay titles, including those of SpanUh and
noon. He went back to his home, which every niau stands on his mer- - representing the Bessemer Iron assojj
ing property In Albuquerque. Any Mexican origin.
telling the employer that the town Hs.
ciailon. accompanied by Dr. Mercer,
was deserted, and he did not turn in
offer arceitable. Call or address C,
years old local representative of the company,
Melcher was sevenlv-lTEACHER OF PIANO.
1). Wnrde, the Minneapolis House
a cent.
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
and was blind. He slock to his le- - has been mak'r.g a tour of inspeAlbuquerque, N. M.
Base Ball Dop.
ctions repetoire and would not add lion of the association's holdingsdur-al
707
C. Leonard, studio
Fay
Miss
The baseball season has neon nota- any ragtime melodies to his scores. Hanover, Fierro and Santa Rita
FOR SALE One Buffalo
scale. 1 North First street. Primary pupils a
Cnrries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
ble for the large attendance ihat has He did, however, toward the last add ing the past week
counter, 1 lee, box. capacity specialty; 00c per lesson. Parties inmarble
in the Southwest.
marked every game played In this Onward, Christian Soldiers." to his
Linmau M. Bogue of the Pogue
1 ton.
powe
Ice machine,
terested write or call.
near the
:lty by the Champions, who this year list, and it had a pretty enlivening U'ad company, operating
power boiler
engine, 1
have had such bad luck In the latter effect. A man mllit not be a Chrs-tia- n Ivanhoe mine, lias gone up to DenSCREEN 'TIME IS COMING.
steam water pumps, 1 Buffalo niea
FARM AND
half of the Benson. The biesirhers
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Albuquerque it going to grow, and grow fatt, millions of dollars worth of improvements are being lined up and soon be under way. If you want to get in on the ground
flour buy some of these beautiful 50 foot lots in UNIVERTITY HEIGHTS at from $25.00 to $150.00 per lot Only $5.00 down$5.00 per month no interest
Call at Office for illustrated booklet, or free automobile ride to the property.

University Heights Improvement Co., Owners
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Marconi
Wireless
does all that the wire and cable systems do, and
family accompanied him. Mr. Baca complete readiness except that there Tlie jrl.man kindly weighs his ice
trains, and will
and moving
sea
they
also
do
cannot
ships
what
at
reach
was quite well known in the capital is somewhat of a shortage of labor
If you Kliiely ask nim to
eventually be ubslltuted for and do all the business of its rivals combined.
show but twenty-nin- e
The company s statement, rendered January 111.
city, a.s besides his work in the store but by the time comes to start the And finds, he says, tnar for the price
are sold It will not be
thousand shares left lu the treasury. When
machinery Mr. Myers expects to have
he conducted several classes in
Too much he has been giving you
now,
while comparatively
buying
profit
In
be
figure
to
the
to
difficult
made.
the additional loo men needed ready
to go to work. Gaaette.
Hicksville Heard From.
TENDENCY TO MORE
MARCONI INSTALLMENT POOL
Hicksville furnished their usua
INTENSIVE CULTURE
numhtr of girl chasers to our place
have advanced In the past year to 17.110 each. As the
Certificates
Marconi
WHEN
YOU
UNBURNED
ARE
The sale nf the S. P. niake home
Sunday eve. Antwerp (O.) Bee.
Is passed, we feel that they are cheaper, at this price, than
expcrimini.il
slane
Hy a fortunate option, secured
ranch to Ir. Iiickie, A. J. Fritz and
Ihe lower figure, before success was assured
bv us. bfore the last advance, we are enabled to offer these Certificates ut
Convalescent Now.
others who will form a colony and
InemlM-rsof one hundred
now
forming
pool,
to
consist
ure
Pi.in
a
We
ach.
I
The people of our community are
bring na large number of new famor option permits us to pay In
take advantage of this opportunity.
By Virginia Stanley Lee.
over their corn t lie second time, and to
ilies, was closed during the week and
each
to
privilege
subscriber.
extending
tin
Installments,
and
are
inonililv
ie
days when i he nin s ,,t.,ariiig to lav bv. Signaway Tein
inese are
We earnestly h.I ise every man und woman, able to s ue a little cash each month,
the new owners are now occupying rays,
..,..in.i..in.'
to write us for 1'rospectiia, Terms and Information concerning the advantages
The consideration was log which Ihe Greeks called "Anol-ihe prenii.-e- s
lances, makes the outdoors a joy
and prospects for making money that this pool offers.
Jluit per acre and the tract contained
We can slate, without fear of contradiction, that never before has oppormixed with pain and sorrow
A Mystery Solved.
130 acres,
payments.
In
k is but a quarter of a somewnat
a
to purchase shares, bv small monthly
tunity been off.
for
these
us
enthusiasts
linger
of
who
periodic
off
to
keep
"How
of
Invention, comparable to Kiii.son Klccttie Light and Hell Teleattacks
mile from tiie Illake addition to
foresight
on
buy
to
the
over
beach
bad
the
long
who
or
to
stray
phone,
in
millions
those
hai.lnial
returned
have
constipation
which
and
biliousness
Farming! on.
prediction
unreasonable
shadeless fields. And oh, don't the
was a mysiery that lr. King's New when the price was low, Inand which, should our not
realized, will return
dividends and n.iv inc.- In price during the Installhleeves make Us fine targets for I.ifo PHls solved for me," wrltea John be
The intense itching characteristic
period, an amount eipial to the cost of the stock. We sincerely believe
if salt rheum and eczema Is instantly tan and sunburn in Minis, golf and N. Pleasant.
the present
that, within a few years, an Investment In tie s.- securities, ut
'f Magnolia, Ind. The ment
without work, the balance
allayed by applying Chamberlains boa! ing.
will enable the purchaser to live comfortably,
only pills thaf are guaranteed to give
'
A'ldress liepartrnetit D."
Apollos, the archer.
Salve.
As a cure for BKin diseases
shoots well perfect satisfaction to everybody or of his life.
this salve Is nnoqaaled. Tor sale iy these days and Fashion's decree that money refunded. un!y 25c at all
we must gn forth unarmed and unpro- al! druris's.
WARD & CO., Brokers, Laughlia Building, Los Angeles, Cal,
Doe
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Eakln. president.
BJ. Gloml,
Vice President

O. Bachechl,

Consolidated

Treasurer.

Liquor Co.

Successors to

MEL1NI & EAKIN, and BACHECHI

& GIOMI.

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

Wines, Liquors & Cigars
We keep everything in
stock to outfit the most fastidious bar complete

.,, f,

Have been appointed exclusive agents
In the Southwest for
JOS.
WM. LEMP AND
8T. LOUIS A. B. C.
BREWERIES.
YELLOWSTONE,
GREEN RIVER,
W. H. McB RACER'S
CEDAR BROOK,
LOUIS HUNTER,
T.J. MONARCH,

a

uiii

Chas. Mellnl, Secretary

D.

And other standard brands of whiskies
too numerous to ouutlon.

WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS
But sell the straight article as received by us from tne best Wineries,
Distilleries and Breweries In the United States. Call and Inspect our
Stock and Prices, or write tor Illustrated Catalogue and Price List,
Issued to dealers only.
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See Bartlett, the Electrician
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St. Michael's College
CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

SANTA FE,

FORTY-EIGHT-

-

-

NEW MEXICO

YEAR
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BEGINS SEPT. 3rd, 1906

BRO. E. LEWIS, PRESIDENT
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We Do General Machine Repairing
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WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flir.fkote Rooting

First and Marquette

Albuquerque, New Mexico
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Albuquerque Lumber Co.
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Mail Orders Given Special Attention
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to those who are anxious to

ha-va
gaa range, yet are postponing buying
till next year, we are making this
unique offer, good till August 20.
Detroit Jwe G
Range No. 52-1$21.00. Terms,. (5 cash and 4 a
month for four months.
Detroit Jewel Ga Range, No.
$22.50.
Terms, $5 cash and $3.50 a
month for five months.
FREE PLUMBING.
To each purchaser of a range will
be given, free, one year's subscription to one of the following magazines
The Delineator, Good Housekeeping
or Woman's Home Companion. This
exceptional offer will be closed after
Monday, August 20th.
25-1-

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Go.
CORNER 4th A MO GOLD

ccoooc
J. H. O'REILLY & CO.

'LEADING DRUGGISTS
Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.
BOTH PHONES
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
--
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money-earnin-
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Albuquerque Business Men
advertise in the Evening Citizen because it is the paper
the people of Albuquerque
read. & &
t

ALBUQUERQUE
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THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN

ARIZONA ASSERTIONS
PITILESSLY EXPOSED

Published Huily and Weekly.

By

The Citizen rubiishing Company

Hoy Goodrich, secretary of the Arizona anti-Joistatehood league, goes nbi.ut that rather hot territory
asserting that the debt ot 9a'.v.n 1 county Is $1.2:,on.
ami
that the new state of Arizona will l.axe la shoulder
GOOD FOR NEW MEXICO
were
it
purchase
Joint statehood to bouuiic an accomplished fact.
purpose
to
Speaking of the government's
As
as
far
the New Mexican krows, Mr Goodrich Is a
Chieftain
Pueblo
weekly 100.000 ounces of silver, the
pretty decent fellow, but he will have to step slandersays:
"For some time past there has been an upward ing this county else he will have to be gotten after with
movement In all the metals, and silver has been In In- a sharp stick. The truth Is b.td enough. The facts ate
he
creasing demand, both for monetary and for Industrial that Santa Fe county today owes, as nesr'y as can
parity
In
bonds
partly
and
purposes. This movement still continues, and with the ascertained, about $020,000,
coupons and inentrance of the government Into the market as a buyer, In Judgments rendered for delinquent
territory of New Mexico has noththe price of Bilver Is likely to go considerably above the terest thereon. The
and the future s'ale of Arizona,
debt
ing
this
with
to
do
of
The
effect
ounce.
an
cents
.present quotations 65
will have nothing to do with it unless
created,
be
if
it
will
be
It
doubted.
not
can
Colorado
In
this advance
the people of the new slate, in their kindness of heart,
mean the opening of a considerable number of proper- and being chuck full of the milk of human kindness, will
ties which could not be worked at a profit under former come to the rescue of this county and help it out of Its
conditions. And It will mean a renewal of Interest In great dilemma and sore straits. This Is hardly possible
those districts where silver is known to exist, but where and not at all probable. "Like the flowers that bloom
In the spring," the question "has nothing to do with the
there was little encouragement for enterprise with silver case."
Tanging at less than 60 cents."
Mr. Goodrich also asserts that the assessed value vJ
That New Mexico will be benefited by this increased Santa Fo county Is $1,2MI,000.
Herein he is also
use and value of s.lver goes without, saying. In most if
Intentionally or unintentionally, It matters not
not all of the counties of this territory silver can be The assessed valuation for Santa Fe county for the year
found and only its low price for the last few years has 11)06 is $1,940,000, an Increase of $116,000 over 1905. The
prevented silver mining from being a valuable asset of chances are that for the year 1907 the assessment will
the .Sunshine Land.
be increased $200,000 more.
The great misfortune ol
In 1902 Bilver reached its lowest mark. At the price Santa Ke county in this respect was brought ulout by
In the middle of that year the silver dollar was worth the people voting railroad aid bonds for the branch line
only 40 cents as bullion. Now it is worth 60 cents or of the Atchison, Topefca & Santa Fe from Inny to this
more. There are several reasons for the advance in city and to procure the building of a road from Espa-uoi- a,
price. The world's output of silver remains practically
the terminal of the Denver & Klo Grande, here,
stationary these days, while the world's demand, owing $150,oimi in each case. Incidentally, also, thieving demto the Increase in population and business, increases. ocratic county officers embezzled about $100,000 years
war increased the use of silver, and ago which put the various interest funds so far behind
The
added to the amo;int of its coinage in those two coun- that, the taxes to pay the interest coupons on these Issues
tries. British India Is buying more silver than she did a of bonds became ery burdensome and taxpayers defew years ago. China's growth in trade, internal and clined to pay. The major part of the pre.-tenIndebtedexternal, has Increased the amount of the while metal ness is made up of compound interest on the above
used In that country. Hence, there Is little fear that sums. The county has offered a compromise with the
sliver will fall back to former low value.
bondholders at 60 per cent in bonds running forty years
hearing 3 per cent Interest. This he bondholders hav
not accepted, although they ought to, as, so this paper
HELPING THE MAYOR
is Informed, several of the present bondholders paid no
felMayor Adams of BufTalo recently! requested his
mort than 05 cents on the dollar for their holdings.
low citizens 10 send In suggestions for the betterment
The present commonwealth of New Mexico, the fuof the Queen City. Here are a few of the replies, says ture
of New Mexico or state of Arizona need not
the New York Sun:
worry
this debt. It can not be saddled upon cither
about
l.oni)
"That the city buy and maintain a herd of
any of them. A compromise may be effected, algoats, because there is never sickness in a family where or
though on account of opposition by a number of people
a goat is."
here the a'tempis have been so far unsuccessful. This
"That a law be passed restraining hens to their opposition
is based upon the alleged reason that someowner's premises, because hens use the next door porch body or
other will make money out of the settlement.
for a chicken run, but never lay eggs there."
Other statements which Mr. G.Kdrich is making, ac"That all the city's electric lights be made to wink cording
to report, concerning the debt of New Mexico
in
the hour, so that a man need not take bis watch out
upon
and Its counties, are also either untrue or
winter."
the
'
"That It be a misdemeanor to leave a gaie open, be- misinformation or Ignorance. In short, the facts are:
had a territorial indebtedness
cause it's bad luck to close a gate after anybody has left The territory onof Arizona
of
June 3u of tins year. The territory or
1S.'0
it open."
New Mexico had an Indebtedness of $74:i.MiO on ihe
"That every citizen be compelled to plant a rose same
date. The county debts of New Mexico amount
bush before his house, to make the air sweeter."
in round numbers, including the Santa Ke indebtedness,
mir"That there be no brass sireet signs ami that
rors shall not l,e carted through the streets, because they to $2.80ti,iiiMi. In addition to the territorial indebtedness
of Arizona, as given above, there are individual county
reflect the sun into weak eyes."
New Mexican has no exact
"That there be daily parades in summer to amuse debts concerning which the paper
at
time,
believes they amount
this
but
this
data
the children."
or more dollars. In addition the sev
"That the city supply megaphones to street car con- to a half million
ductors, so that deaf passengers may not be carried past eral cities cf.lh'j two territories have city debis for
which, they alone are responsible.
their- - streets,"
The funded territorial debt of Arizona bears a highper
er
cent of interest than does the one of New MexNew Mexican:" The assessment value of land In the
is
Sunflower state this year is sixteen millions greater than ico. This is an important item, us Arizona's debt is
$.1,118,000 and .New Mexico's is but $743,000, which
being
1905,
in
on
rolls
assessment
was
the total
the
it
$189,000,000, the highest in the history of the state. The constantly being reduced, while the Arlaona territorial
on the increase.
For the present fiscal year,
farmers and stock growers of Kansas are prosperous, debt is will
end December 1, 1906, .the treasury of the
Indeed, and this Is proven by these assessment figures. which
When It Is remembered that there Is much land in west- territory will show a large surplus over and above all
ern Kansas that Is no bet'.er tind no worse than millions appropriations which will not be the case in Arizona.
The tenitorial tax rate was reduced one mill for the
of acres of New Mexico land,' It can easily be estimated coming
year and it Is believed if statehood does not Inor
very
a
decade
likely
within
and
within
time
due
that
it will be reduced two mills in 19"7. There are
tervene
.
ruis-farming
two New Mexico lands used for
and stock
tag purposes will also greatly appreciate in value and in several hundreds of miles of railroad now exempt which
extent and will be near the Kansas mark. The day for will come in for taxation within the next iwo years,
thousands of homestead entries are being
this is coming Blowly but surely. The big land owners in addition
up
by
settlers, which, as soon us proven up,
taken
actual
who now return their lands under Spanish and Mexican
a
land grant titles or purchased, from the United States, will add much to the taxable valuation. In every way
or purchased from the territory, at from 30 cents per comparison of the financial status of the two territories
standpoint, although this
acre up, will have to pay more Just and more fair taxes. favors New Mexico. From this
d
sword, Arizona will
The Bmall farmers and agriculturists will have to come statement may prove a
he benefited while New Mexico will have to pay the bigto the same thing.
ger share by union with Arizona. The New Mexican
"
IllusNew Mexican: At New Mexico republican head- makes this statement because it is a fact and to
injustice and
quarters many letters have been received within the trate the downright unfairness, the wicked
statehood
i
past few days from citizens of Arizona asking for liter- the silly stand taken by Arizona
and figIn
More
papers
politicians
facts
matter.
the
and
ature, for copies of the' Hamilton law, for information ures Illustrating
brought
out in
question
will
be
this
upon the conditions and resources of the Sunshine Ter
course of time.
due
showing
many
desiring
questions,
answers
to
and
ritory
The New Mexican has embraced the cause of joint
that great Interest is being taken by many hundreds statehood
believing it the best course at this time. Un
of Arizonans In the proposition. Interest and desire for
knowledge are certainly pointers in the right direction. less the republican territorial convention decides differpaper will hew to that line, let the chips fall
The New Mexican has received over a hundred letters ently this
may. Naturally, one of the most important
they
where
requesting
copies of its several
within the past ten days
editions, propounding many queries and wishing to be matters for consideration is the financial situation.
by
informed if statements made by Arizona newspapers Facts and official figures as they are will be given
and politicians derogatory to the people of this com- this paper, and if truth and veracity do not override
monwealth, its administration and its resources are true falsehood and error, the New Mexican will be satisfied
or untrue. These ltemn may be considered but straws that it has done its duty to the people and to itself.
folk west of this territory's west- New Mexican.
by the
ern, borders.
This does change the si' nation, which
really is changing for the better.
mis-lui;e-
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Artesia Advocate: There is much salt in New Mex
ico. The deposits thus far reported are in the shallow
take liBKins, which are t be found in several places in
the territory. Probably the largest of these are in the
wtsst central part of the .territory, eighty miles south of
ialhip, on the main line of the Santa K"e railroad. TIuj
water contains about 2(i per cent of st!t, mostly NuCl
and the supply is kept up by springs which are believed
to rise from the red beds, which are usually
The reported production f c minion salt in the United
States during the year
amounted t 25,5iiti,li2 barrets, 280 pounds to the barrel, valued ::t the point of
production at ti.oja,922.
The quantity is tin: laigi-s- t
ever reported, surpassing the previous banner year. 1'JU2,
by over 2,lXlu,WU barrels.
The average price per barrel
last year was 23.470 cents per barrel, w hich is lower
than that reported any previous year.
g.

Hj

The American Steel & Wire company, one of the
Kreat branches of the steel trust, has sued the Colorado
Fuel & Iron company In the federal court for the alleged
Infringement of a valuable patent. The court is asked
to issue an injunction preven ing further ltifrigenient,
and Is asked to make uu eiiui'able award of damage. The
patel is one for the making of wire fences, it is claimeci,
by the plaintiff that the patents to the machiue were
bought In lNBt) by ihe Consolidated Steel company and
that later they were transferred to the American Steei
4t Wire company when I lie great New Jersey consolida- tions took place. The Colorado Kind & Iron company i
fcald 1o have used the patent- - regardless of the patented
lights, and to have covered the western territory with
tbc products.
Tho question now hifoio the poople of New Mo.ico
in a choice of two evils. Shall there bo statehood of
the two territories or shu'l
remain indefinitely in
the condition of territories? This iu the quest ion ar.d
ilicr" U nothing else to it.
h--

When mineral weabb Is taken front a mine, is that
Viioo wo) Hi more or less after the wealth has been taken
away? Kvldenlly less. Then Arizona, accoiding to the
claim of her papers. In alxntt t;o,tMU.ti(n poorer than
she was a year ago.
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Fall Opening of Boys' and Youth's Clothing
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Business Manager.
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Russo-Japanes-

ATURDAY,

HIS ONE HUNDREDTH
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W. T. McCREIQHT,

W. 8. 8TRICKLER,
President.

EVENING CITIZEN

The battle of Ced:r creek was
fought October 19, ISM. On the af-- ,
ternoon of Sundaj, October 9. a iter-- :
geant in charge of twelve me:i rode
up to n little htmse In Fort Roya!,
Va., and said to n black-eye- d
girl:
"Here is your ax, ml:s. We didn't
need it."
"You'd four.tr it
dull if you
did," said the fiery female rebel, "for
I blunted the edge with a P!e so It
wouldn't cut a pine stick."
She was magnificently handsome, a
true, voluptuous daughter of the valley of Virginia, who needed no artificial adornments.
The sergeant laughed. "Changing
the subject, miss," he said, "who was
that soldier who Just rode away?'
She blushed prettily. "Why that
was Jerry Blossom.
Do you know
him?"
"Yes, he belongs to our brigade. His
name la not Jerry Blossom, but we
call him that. He's a regular
Is Jerry, and he boasts that
he has ninety-nin- e
sweethearts."
"Yes," said the girl, "he told me
that I was the hundredth sweetheart.
But he is so fine looking I can't help
liking .him."
We were ordered on to Bucksford,
on the North river. Jerry galloped
across to the little house and hade his
hundredth sweetheart good-byMembers of Jerry's company said
that on the night of the 18th Jerry
was restless. He would doze a few
minutes, then wake up and talk:
"A hundred sweethearts
are tr.o
ninny for one fellow to have, but I
never promised to marry any of them.
Then, why should you boys talk so
much about my hundredth sweetheart? I'm sure it's my own business.
Everything seems odd to me tonight.
F.ven the birds that ought to have
been on their roosts hours ago, go
hopping around from bush to bush.
Why are these rabbits and foxes
jumping through our camp, as if pursued by hounds? Listen, the corporal
is calling out the third relief for the
"
horse guard
"Stop, you chatterbox," said Jerry's
bedfellow, "and gj to sleep." Jerry
slept till 1 o'clock in the morning.
"Bang; Bang" went the guns.
A soldier on horse guard yelled:
"Our pickets are attacked!" In five
minutes the brigade horses were iu
line. We took up our position on the
extreme left near Middlelown. Shells
f'.dl among the trees like hail. Jerry
Blossom's horse was killed and Jerry

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY

A Word to Mothers

nilj-'ht-

heart-smash-

e.

Our idea of success is to give each purchaser of Boys'
and Children's Clothing such careful attention and
conscientious service that her full satisfaction will
merit continued patronage.
Our idea of what the best Juvenile Clothing
should be is expressed in the extensive line of suits
and overcoats for small and larger boys, ranging in age from 2,iJ to 17 years. The
garments will speak for the correctness of our standard if you will come and see
them, and the courtesy and attention you receive will win your approval of our
methods. You will be welcome at our store always.
Fine

M. M AMDEILIL

Clothing and
Furnishing!

liiS

11J.llJUL'jai

petitors.

First.

Wo ar in ruii
don't pay
4oUU a month rent.
Second. We buy entirely in car lots lowest
prices; biggest discounts.
Third. We pay cash
every invoice coming
into our store for the past
ten years has been discounted.
ow n building

1

We have

Fourth.
been

years

in the furniture
understand it in every detail-wh- ere

O. W. STRONG'S SONS

FURNITURE, CARPETS
DRAPERIES.

A man

O-"-

is going at a

twenty-fiv- e
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Lyllian
Leighton
Stock Co
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SUMMER RESORTS AND HOTELS
40KC4C4K0
5

I
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1

Fayvood

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
EASY TO REACH.

RELIEVES PAIN.

Hot

Springs

BUILDS UP THE SYSTEM.
CURES RHEUMATISM.
CURES KIDNEY AILMENTS.

CURES DIABETES.
CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DROPSY.

?

! FAYWOOD.

..Casino Theater, i

DO.
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Why we can sell you
cheaper than our com-

After the battle Jerry wa"s taken to
a private home in Winchester.
The
hundredth sweetheart heard that Jerry had been wounded and on one
cold, bleak day In November, rfae
walked to Winchester to visit him.
"Mlssie," said the old colored at
tendant, "you done kain't see dat M
hurted soljar.'
business for the past
I've got to see him." said he girl
w'ith determination.
"Tell him his
and how to buy.
hundredth sweetheart Is here.'
"Why, chile," said the eld colored
woman,
dab s been two or t ree hun- drad sweethearts to see dat man, al
ready. Doctah, him say ei inus' stop."
But the hundredth sweetheart saw
Jerry just the saruo.
About the middle of January, lStu,
the Fourteenth Pennsylvania was detailed to Winchester. "Here conies a
funeral,' 'shouted one of the boys.
'Hats off!" commanded the major.
dangerously high rate of
As the sergeant and his detail came
by, followed by an old army ambu- - spctd when he travtls at a twelve
ince, used as a hearse, l asked him:
horse power gait on a two horse
Whose funeral Is this, sergeant?"
power income.
"Jerry Blossom's," he said. "One
The man who travels at a six
of your old regiment."
horse power gait on an eight horse
Back of th ambulance, In an old- power Income can appreciate the
fashioned buggy, followed a single
speed and has a clear idea of where
mourner, a young woman whose inhe will lann. At the same time, .ie
tense grief could not mar the beauty
Is net using up all of his energv,
of her face. We all recognized her,
but he Is creating a reserve which
md bowed our reverence.
will see Uim over the rougher
It was Jerry Blossom's one hun
places.
dredth sweetheart.
It Is a good thing fo be prepared
The man who
for "a rainy day.
Spondulix.
has a bank account possesses an
A wad of money, now and then,
assurance tuat when misfortune or
Is relished by the poorest men.
sickness comes, ne will be preMoney loves company.
pared.
A dollar changed Is a dollar gone.
A bank account is a reserve '."iiat
A dollar always has something to
a man can draw uihui at any time.
do.
The money is always available.
Bad
moniy has no redeeming
traits.
THE BANK OF COMMERCE
Motley rarely comes wlien It
is ALBUQUERQUE,
MEXICO
NEW
called.
s
grea-eSpondulix
the way to perdi
tion.
An idle dollar is the spendthrift s
workshop.
A dollar iu the nund is worth two
in the promise. The Bohemian.
THE KIDNEYS

Clothing and
Furnishings

'Good Reasons

badly wounded.

WHAT

Fine

New Mexico

ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.

FIRST

See Sant.i Fe Agent for round
trip rates, good for thirty days.

00 90tK90 X0Os0 000
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00 000

A. C. BILICKE AND JNO. 8. MITCHELL INVITE THEIR FRIENDS TO
Unceasing .Work Keeps Ut
MAKE NEW MEXICO HEADQUARTERS AT THE
Strong and Healthy.
All the blood in the body passes
through the kidneys once every three
minutes. The kidneys filter the bioou
They work night and day. When
500
healthy, they
remove about
Courtesy and attention to
Your friendship and patronage is appreciated.
grains of Impure matter daily, when
guests Is a pleasure to us.
unhealthy some part of this impure
This
matter is left in the blood.
Thrilling and SentMtlonal
HOLLENBECK HOTEL AND CAFE BETTER THAN EVER. LOCATION
brings on many diseases and sympMelo Drama
CONVENIENT AND DESIRABLE.
toms pain In the back, headache,
nervousness, hof, dry skin, rheumatism, gout, gravel, disorder of the
New Mexico people spending the Summer on the beaches are welcome to
eyesight and hearing, dizziness, irfeel at home In our hotel when visiting Los Angeles.
regular heart, debility, drowsiness,
SiSiirsAJfiwpjJfsaa
dropsy, deposits in the urine, etc.
DEPOT AND BEACH LINE CARS STOP AT THE HOLLENBECK DOOR.
Dut if you keep the filters right you
will have no troublo with your kid- 200 Rounds of ammunition
neys.
Nazario Alarld. of Cerr:!!o.s Hoad. fired during the performance
Santa Fe, Now Mexico, says: "I was
continually buying medicine for my AMATEUR CONTEST HELD EVERY
kidneys.
None of the medicine I FRIDAY NIGHT, AND CASH PRIZES
used had the slightest effect on my AWARDED THt WINNERS.
kidenys or backache, at least I was
unable to notice any. When an atPRICES OF ADMISSION, 15 AND
tack of backache reached the vidulent 25 CENTS.
Per Gallon
stage, I was compelled to stop work
i
for an hour until the spasm disapSpecial Price on Large Orders
peared. When suffering from an at
got I loan's Kidney Tills. The
tack
Delivered to any part of the city
remedy soon benefitted me in every
way and removed every symptom of
kidney complaint. I heartily recommend Poan's Kidney Pills."
Thoue Colo. Red 92.
For sale by all dealers. Price T0
cents. Foster-Milbur- n
Co.. Puffalo,
N. Y., solo agents
for the t'nited
States.
Remember the name Iloan's and
O
D4
take no other.

Their

MOTEL
HOLLENBECK
Angeles,
Los

Calif.

TONIQH1

From the onttet of this campaign the Constitution
has sought l.) impress on the white farmers of Georgia
th tremendous nundiei.p the Hoke Smith brand of al
leged "negro disfranehisnient" would place upon the
education of their children as well as upon their efforts
in cultlvailng and harvesting the crops upon which they
aud the .slate depend tor living and revenues,
t'nan.sw niliie proof is found in the case of South
Cari.lma
That state has adopted disfranchisement by
. tui ui io.i.ii
(i'.uililicat Ion. and is being cited all over
ijeorgia by Hoke Smith as establishing the beauties and
ail ai'ias of this method.
The n :i m f the superintended of schols of South
Carolina shuns that Ihe number of negroes taking the
vailotis studies in the common schools of that state
overwhelmingly exceeds the number of white children
engaged in similar branches.
A highly
important feature of these statistics Is
hat while they show comparatively little disparity in
the number of whites and blacks taking higher studies
in otlt 'i- words, those who entered school fiiur, live and
six years ago
cotiiiast in the attendance of whites
and blacks in the primary studies, or the pupils who
liLve been eiiiolli il but recently, is as oiiuding.
The
ta
leminiMiates t l.arlv i lit- - crowing incentive that dls- franchis.-ieenli
slies the negro to enter school.
'lie h:N' ljitn.rs of fjeorgl.i will do well to bear
tlies facts an liuures in mind. They demonstrate how
the variciv nf disir.iuctii.tcmen Hoke Smith is advocating for li.'oigia drive., the negro children of South CarTONIGHT!
TONIGHTI TONIGHTI
olina into the schools by the wholesale.
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE
I:i C'e public schools of South Carolina the negro ELEPHA-NTscholars outnumber the white children bv twenty thousCitizen Want ads bring results
and a fact directly traceable to the education test recEmbalming Is Our Specialty
ommended so or nt y hv MHoke Smith for use In
Georgia.
Are the white farmers of this stale willing to pay a
Cor. Fifth Street and Railroad Ao.
similar price. w!t' i s dangers and its actual money and
Colo, phone, Black, 293.
Auto., 152.
ainl'l-ticijs
daTe
inculcula'ile moral lossc-i- to gratify Ihe pdilical
of this man and his
crew? Aa good
A Citizen Classified :d l
invcsmit-ut- .
tlanta Constitution.
2C8 WEST SILVER AVENUE. '
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LOUDON'S JERSEY FARM

P. M. DAVIS
Agent For
The Mills Novelty Company

All kinds of coin machines sold or placed on commission. Amusement nickel and penny machines, trade producers, money machines;
large profits on small investments, investigation Invited.
PENNY PARLOR, 216'a South Second Street, Albuquerque, N. M.
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not be able to make the trip. McDonshipment of g.ieep billed for the same
ald will be behind the bat. ami Gnl- - ALVARADO FIRE
CHINKS SHOULD
Dr. Skinner will rrob-abldestination.
legos will do the twirling. Corhnn will
be stationed in Santa Ee during
be switched to second and his place
the remainder of the shipping season.
of
at third given to Salazar. Clancy will
Hon. J. V. Reynolds, secretary
PUNISHED lie at short. The field will be left to
WAS MYSTERIOUS
A HARD NAME the territory, returned last evening
Ney. Edwards and Graham, in thei
via the Santa Fe Central from Cloud-croftOptic, Manager Taylor tells the fans1
Otero county, where he has
4
of the .Meadow City that he has a'
S petit the pan two days and to wnicn
he wfnt as n membe.' of the They Would Then Be Less fast pitcher and four of Inst year s Theories Are Advanced As to
Among InvestorsPertinent ,,Br'
champions to put into tomorrow
Oil t V consisting of Govern. r H
game and that hr will le able to ; i:
Active In Stealing Into
Attorney General V. C.
Origin. Dut Actual Cause
uoservauon Applicable to
up some fast ball.
I.' id, General Manager li. S. Sim- United States.
Is Unknown.
rnoiiH of the El I'aso & Sou: hwi stern
New Mexico.
Santa Te base ball fans will have
railway, and E. C. Carpen'er, supersn opportunity of witnessing a series
intendent of the Dawson coal fields.
consecutive
desirDEPOKTATION USED AS GRAFT of three gatnes here upon
The Santa Ee County Teachers'
THE COUNTKY OF PROMISE
Sundays between the local ciub and ELECTRICIANS DEFEND WIRES
will continue in session until
outside '.cams. The contests will be
next Thursday.
reducEra held n
pulled off on tne diamond of St.
rooms
on
south
two
the
second
the
DeThe
Capture.
Conviction
and
M lead's colUgr.
In Mining Industr- y- Observer" floor of the high school building every
which
the locals Smoke Problem Is Solved By John
have been snowed to use for three
Stein-Burn- ing
morning except Sunday, from 8 to portation of We Ah Look ExamAsphaltum
Gives Some Weighty '
Sundays, in order to raise money
12 o'clock.
Professor A. B. Stroup,
enough
gate
receipts
ple
to
of
to
from
Cost
com
It.
Made
Government.
Reasons Why.
the efficient superintendent of the pubpete in tne tournament during the fair
lic sciiols of Rernalillo county, visited
at Albuquerque. The first game will
the normai Institute yesterday morn
Would it not be more economical be played on Sunday, August IMi. w hen
Three theories are advanced as to
act- Editor of The Evening News.
ing and delivered an excelltnt
vV- recently read in the Evening dress before the teachers on the sub- and a better policy In the long run for the locals will cross bats wlih the the origin ofrthe fire which threatenject of primary reading. The "Ward" the United States to Incur the dis- Albuquerque Browns. There is tj'.k ed the Alvarado on Wednesday night,
Herald a pointed editorial on the
pleasure of China by imposing some of having an excursion on that day bong. i a most thorough search ha as
of the business mtn of .'21 method of teaching ruiding finds a seere
punishment upon the China- from Aiuuquerqiie.
he other tw.i yet failed to establish without a doubt
Ptso to invest in mining; storks or strong advocate In Mr. Stroup.
properties.
Because he danced too much at the men who try to smuggle themselves games have not as yet been settle;!, the actual cause.
We heard a prominent
the Lnited States, and by so do- Icit it Is expected taat one of tlipm
One theory advanced and one strenPeso
to Invest In mining stocks or recent fles.a of Santa Clara aL the! into
ing cause the celestials to be less aot-iv- e will be with the Antonlto club. Santa uously objected to by the electricians
propirtips.
Wt heard a prominent Santa Clara Pueblo, Encarnaciou
In trying to run the gauntlet, than Fe New Mexican.
is that the fire was started by electric
a Tesuque Indian, is seriously
inn chant remark a snort time ego
system of deport Inn them
wires, manv of wnich are found un- Br
thin ;t very considerable- - sum had ill at the pueblo north of this city the a present
great
expense?
at
308-31- 0
is
This
Ques
a
Ave.,
der the building at the point where
N. AT.
gone Into milling from ihis city, but and may die. Friends of the "balla-dorethat Is being weighed by the
the fire Is belkved to have started.
he hi.l not heard of a man no bad
came to Santa. Fe yesterday to tion
United
of
immigration.
bureau
States
I ne electricians
claim that these
had a dividend, consequently he
secure medicine for the sick man. It
Since the ban was placed on natives
wires were securely insulated and that
(I
me business as a "fake" or seems that he has been under treat- of China, the government has
annu
the fire could not posBlbly have been
cnt. rely uncertain.
There must lie ment by the medicine men of the ally expended
of dollars in
started by them.
a leasun lor these failures, as every pueblo but all of their arts have been maintaining a. thousands
system
of
inspectors
A second theory and one that is
man of sense knows that metal min- unavailing, and the patient grows raprunning down and deporting suband
given some llttie crediance Is that
ing is one of the greatest Industries idly worse.
Herrera participated in jects of the Flowery kingdom, many
ph H. Sparks and
Jos
wife
and
which pays a larger percentage on the several of the dances at Santa Cla-- a of whom dally try to slip through the Thomas Griffin and wite, evangelists,! the blaze was started by a spontanethat it may have
capitai invested than any other great and became overheated.
lines. It is quite plain that though from Los Angeles, will lead the Sun- ous combustion;
caused by the explosion of dust
industry.
will
A little investigation
the Chinaman doesn't "likee Melikiee day evening services at the Highland heen
particles or the ignition of the chardevelop the cause of most of these
man." he has a great fondness for Methodist church. Everybody wel- coal through
contact with some for
costly failures. Legitimate
business MAY HOLD A FALL
country,"
"Meleklee
pencome.
the
the
and
eign suiisiances.
It is known that a
docs not require extensive advertiss-tnent- ,
alty of being deported on being caught
large amount of charcoal was found
as a rule, to get it started; but
CorEpiscopal
St.
Church
John's
trying
to
in
no
steal
has
horrors
for
FAIR AND FESTIVAL him. In
the promoter of any important enter
fact, it is positively known ner ol Fourth street and Silver av- in Ithe celiar on fire by tne flremtn. a
third theory advanced find
prise quietly formulates his plans and
that Chinamen come across the line enue. Holy communion a: 7:3n a. in.; veryhe plausahle
one Is that t'.e fire
submits them to the business men
from Mexico and Canada, but the for Sunday school, HI a. in.; morning
falling t ;:mrh
and demonstrates
the valuo of the AT LAS VEGAS TRAIL OF BLOOD nier country more particularly, for no prayer and sermon, 1 1 o'clock : even- started from iiot
proposition, so that niomy is invest
ACROSS THE TOWN
PERother purpose than to get n free ride ing prayer and sermon, 8 o'clock. A. a door to an ash vault In tbo ellar.
which had been carelessly ic;l apen,
ed, which results in profit. And this
SONAL MENTION.
back to China, and until the govern- G. Harrison, rector.
and dropping on t he wood flot r n' tho
to mining
rule appnes particularly
places more severe punishment
ment
Initial steps, looking toward the on the Chink who tries to
St. Paul's Lutheran
Church Cor- cellar. This ash vauit is dtivitly unIn all other enterprises
but mining
steal Into
Colo. Phone Blk 93
Auto. Phone
the persons furthering the proposl holding of a fair and fall festival dur the country than a free ride home fu r of Sixth street and Silver avenue. der the ranges in the kitchen and
lion
must be known to be practical ing the latter part of September, were Uncle Sam will suffer from these im Ernest Moser, pastor. Sunday school ashes from the ranges are dropped inand reliable, but unfortunately
in taken al a called meeting of the dij'tc positions. Ana these impositions are at 9:30 a. m.; liernian service and to It, to bo removed at the leisure of
mining, to the masses all propositions tors of t iie I .as Vegas Driving Park growing yearjy, as the snap becomes sermon at 11 a. m.; English servloe tiie engineer. Firemen say that whn
and sermon at 8 p. m. After the morn- they entered the ce.ar tjey found the
look aiiKe, anil the "fake" promoter and Fair association held In the Com more generally known atiroad.
door to this ash vault open and red
knows this uetter than anyone. Ho mercial dub rooms Thursday
As to the cost of capture and de ing service holy baptism will be
Everybody is cordially In- hot asnes tailing from it to the
t'iic first step they take is to get a few
portation of each Chinaman caught
i lie
following committee was
floor. The fire might have been train
stealing into the country, the capture vited to attend the services.
ncn samples of ore from some source
AGENTS
tii make plans and arrange a and deportation of Wee Ah Ixiok, taked from the ashes to the charcoal by
and show assays fabulously rich,
First
Presbyterian
Church
Corner
si P No. 2 Is to advertise extensively, rrogiam tor the second snnual fair en from a local passenger train on last of Fifth and Silver; Kev. Hugh A. some Ignitable substance, or it might
have caught directly in tiie floor and
making the most extravagant state and tall ef:tival and report to a meet Sunday morning and ordered deported
pastor. Regular morning ser- burned to the charcoal pile, at the
nieuis of wonderful wealth going beg ing of the business nun of I.as Vegas by Commissioner Jones at tas Cruces Cooper,
11
will
be
in
a.
m.
vice
conducted
at
g.nx ior the lack of a few thousand at the club on .uonday night, August yesterday, is an excellent example.
same time burning l no cellar floor and
'
ll:illelt Rav
Inspector O'I.eary found Wee Ah tiie Sunday school room. In the even-in- g the supiMirts to the cement block,
of dollars with which to build some 2il. 81 X:Sll: V II Pincongregation
will
worship
the
with
STEEL BALL BEARINGS, NONE
which occupied a place In front of the
sun of reduction works. Shep No. 3 nobis, bimon Bacliarach, J. B. .Mack.I Look hid away iu a Pullman berth of
Sunday ranges.
is ihe employment of a "mining ex- End James O. McXary.
train No. 2, which arrives from El the First Methodist church.
BETTER OR PRICES COMPARE
Y tiling People's
a.
m.
at
9:45
school
A
trail of blood across the city Paso. The Chinaman told the inpert" (which generally means a perThe much smoke problem it Is
7 p. ni.
Tile public Is cor- known that an unexplainable large
son who knows nothing of practical caused many people to speculate and spector that he was a merchant in meeting at
amount ot smoke accom punted the
mining and glories lu this little be- gather in, knots along the crimson Boston, but he had no papers. The dially invited.
cause it gives him some notoriety, trail at noon Friday and conjectures inspector offered to wire to Boston
Eaptiot and Congregational Church- fire has been explained by Superinwith a certain class), and is tor aire of attempted murder or other deuls for Look. Then Ixiok turned his head es
in Baptist
church, on tendent John Stein. When the Alvar-ad117 Gold Avenue
was first built a idoek of aspual-tufor a Hiiall consideration. The "ex- of violence were rli'e. It fina.ly came loward El Paso. He had friends there Broadway. Sunday schools and young
was laid In front of the rang-js- .
pert's" report is scattered broadcast to light thai a dog with every indica ind to these friends he sent a wire. people's societies at the usual time
of a severe htmorrhage had pass- - His supposed friends never returned
ovfr the land an enticing bait for tion through
and pbce. Morning service at 11 Experiment soon proved that tne
ed
the town on a rapid lone! the compliment.
The government o'clock with sermon uy Rev. J. W.
would not stand the heat and
the unsuspecting.
Don't Dispute with a Woman.
bill for Look at the Barron on the topic, "The
To our certain knowledge some of and was headed toward the similar- - now owes
Work a thin layer ot cement was laid on the
our people have been caught in this ium. He was groggy and nearly all county Jail, where he was Incarcer Christ Expects His Followers to Do." block. When the cement block fell
Especially,
If she tellg you to onto
manner, when they turned down all iu when he reached the Joansui I'll ated to rseveral days.
Evening si rvice at 8 o'clock, tot lc of this asphaltum went with it and fallsack of
deriaking
given
parlors
to
a
Then
be
hearing
Look
on
Sixth
.
street
and
ing
a
legitimate mining propositions
on the tire beneat
preformed
Pinion iy Rev. J. W. Barron, "SerEMPRESS FLOUR.
in
dense
sented to them by nun of character uith admirable foresight, dropped in. had to be taken to tas Cruces. the vice For Olhers." Mr. W. H. Worth smiKlge tnat ciculated
place
Held,
C.
nearest
a
where
attorney
Make no excuse, (if you should foran
got
ilobtrt
States
United
who
and standing, whom they knew to lie
will sing two solos and have charge smoke throughout the notel.
get the order), that you could not
reliable and practical. There are sev- !iis start in thif world In Las Vegas, commissioner could be found, and of the musical part of the service.
Qnd it, for every Crat-clagrooM
eral instances of this kind on record, and now practicing his profession and Uncle Sam paid the railroad fare. A Strangers and all others cordially In
United States marshal hud to be in VKod.
handles EMPRESS. You rrtll aiway
and we do not believe that these busi disposing or town lots in TexIco,-- N.
SEND ADVERTIS
WILL
M.,
budget
expense
attendance,
good
his
of
and
find
good
to
w
buyers,
goat
anxious
bread,
biscuits,
Thursday
left
ness men
ho have, in a moment of
O
pastry aad most Important of alX
aberration of mind, been taken in. are afternoon with his wife lor Albuquer-- f is no small item, ami the services of
Highland Methodist Chucrh Locat
good cheer to greet you when yo
ue and El Paso, theace going back to Assistant United States Attorney 1). ed at 312 South Arno street; J. M
so unfair. as to charge their errors to
ING CAR TO TORRANCE
come home for your dinner. Try It
mining and denounce it because of Indiana on pleasure and business com- J. Leahy were also needed. Mr. Sollie, pastor. Sunday school at H:45
Leahy bad to make a round trip, first a. m., J. D. Emmons, superintendent
their failures to use ordinary precau- - bined.
EMPRESS FLOUR la tha Empraaa
tlon. The "fake" promoter is always j It. M. Thomas, assistant simerin- class fare, from Las Vegas to Las I'reaclilng by the pastor at 11 a. in.. OVER LINE OF SANTA FE CEN
all ether.
Cruces,
prosecute
to
The
o!
Undent
taok.
In evidence, and some of us have been
the railway mail service,
subject, "St. Paul and the Laws." At
PRESITO
TRALASSISTANT
gets
a
is
but
in
fee,
with
these
egas
all
..as
in an honest, official
8 p. m. there will be an informal ser
the easy victim of these slick gentle
DENT OF ROAD OFFERS
encenvor to ascertain the best means expenses the government is only half vice. The Scriptures will be read by
men, and they are still actively
FREE TRANSPORTATION
through
spending
with
money
on
Wee
of
supplying
in their vocation.
the west side postofflee
the pastor, after which the meeting
Wholesale Agent. Albuquerque, N. M.
A few years since a proposition was with mail matter.
He may make a Ait iok, for he was ordered deported, will lie thrown open to everybody
Manager McCanna of the fair assoextensively advertised here, the prop- may of town and city and mark the and that means a passage to China, who desires to take part. Senior
with the expense of an attendant as league at 7 p. in., led by Miss Lizzie ciation is in receipt of a letter from
erly being less than 2m miles from distances bit. een different points.
far as San Francisco to see that, he Wells.
A large attendance
this city. The report of the
each S. II. Urlmshaw, assistant to the presi
gets safely away, and the purchase of service is desired. A special atinvita- dent and general manager of the San
e ngineer
was procured, he being one
many meals for both Look and the at- tion is extended to strangers In the ta Fe Central railroad, relative to the
OPEN
BELEN S
of the large stockholders in the enter- 10
tendant. And these are only a few of city.
transportation over their lines of the
prise. The acreage held by the comth costs one yellow Chinaman loads
Mr
And Careful Dispensing, go to
fair advertising car, in which
pany was large, but. there was practiupon the United States because he
First Methodist Episcopal Corner Grimshaw- generously offers to provide
$20,000 CLUB FRIDAY happens
cally no development, although the
The Busy Little Drug Store
to want to live on free soil of Lead avenue and South Third transportation of the advertising car
report stated 1hat there was SUtl.Oon
an because he is wiliirg to take a street; Rev. J. C. Rollins, I). 1)., pas- free of charge, and as a reBult ir
or o.ooti.ntiii tons of ore in sight (it
1 17 West Railroad Avenue
at
matters not which, as the quantity ex- ELABORATE PREPARATIONS BE- chance at getting caught ar.d being tor. The Sunday school meets prompt-11 rangements will be made at a later
shipped
ly
Morning
worship
9:45.
back
to
at
his native heaih
at
date for the sending of the car to Tor
ING MADE FOR THE AFFAIR-MA- NY
isted only in the expert's imagination)
As an example of how many are o'clock with sermon by the pastor, ranee, over the Santa Fe Central.
the ore was very high grade, of
OUT FF TOWN
daily
will
caught
Shield."
Everlasting
There
trying
slip
to
into the "The
course, and fabulously rich specimens
GUESTS EXPECTED.
tend forbidden them, a Tucson paper be special music at the morning serwere exhibited in proof, here and all
BASE BALL.
recently
The formal opening of the Helen
said that the Tucson jail held vice. Epworth league meets at 7
over the United States. targe blocks
Helen vs. Morey's Solitaires tomorbeing
tonight
o'clock, the subject
uf slock were sold at a high price. In Commercial Club building, wnicu has thirty who were awaiting to be
At row at Traction Park. 3:3u p. m. Ad
"Local Sunday School Interests."
three years several hundred thousand jusi been completed at the ctn-of- f
I
Both Telephone.
S o'clock the union
. 117 West Railroad Avanua
seivlce with the mission --'" cents.
dollars were squandered by the "ex- town at an expense of Jl'o.OliO, will ue
Presbyterian church will be held In
pert," who was in charge, ami the celenrated next Friday night by a reBASE BALL.
this house. Rev. H. Cooper will preach.
proposition then collapsed wi'h more ception and dance. Elaborate prep- SOCORRO COUNTY HAS
AN ATTRACTIVE SMOKE
Helen vs. Morey's Solitaires tomor
Strangers made welcome to all
arations are being made for the affair,
than $Hin,(MMi indebtedness.
p.
m.
Ad
row
cordially
3:30
Invited.
Traction
at
Park.
The public Is
In the past five years several fake which will be aUended by a large
means a tine cigar. There is a fascinaAPPOINTED DELEGATES
mission 2." cents.
smelting propositions have been float- number of guests from outside cities.
tion In a White Lily specialu cigar
Commit
o
ed near El I'aso, and some of us have
selected to nave charge
A NEW SHOW tVERY WEEK.
that 1h Irresistible, even to those who
been suckers enough to bite, while of the affair are as follows:
ROUGH DRY work don't have
Our
do not use tobacco. It is not hard to
the eastern people have been "salted" Arrangements William M. Berger, TO WOOL GROWERS' CONVEManager
of the Penny Par- to be washed over. Imperial Laundry
Davis,
NTIONEXPECT 1500 TO BE IN
to the queen's tasie. All this lias at- Charles Keinktn, H. Emory Davis, L.
lor, IlCfc South Second street, an- Co.
account for, however, because it is
tached a most unsavory reputation to C. Uecker and Hugo Mueller.
nounces a change of program, new
ATTENDANCE.
the highest type of a domestic cigar,
Heception John Uecker. E. Emmining hereabouts, and injured El
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK CREAM
pictures and new songs every SaturHavana filled, Sumatra wrapped, hand
I'aso by reason of its proximity to ory Davis, Jose E. Chaves, i anl R.
6how for a BREAD and take no ether.
A whole
morning.
day
Dele.ates ta the wool growers' con- penny.
th'cgs. due to its Dalles. Momie .igney. H. E. Hvers.
these
made. It has many imitators, so ua
lievention
HOFwere
appointed
yesterday
MUNCHEN
IMPORTED
1).
supposed connection with them
KYed Scholle. Wluiam
Kadcliffe,
sine and get the real thing.
AT THE
cause in fakirs advertised the busi- - r r?( A. Becker, William M. Berger. from Socorro county as follows:
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK CREAM BRAU, ON DRAUGHT,
Mtllcilo
Apodaca, Geronlmo San- BREAD and take no other.
WHITE ELEPHANT.
ness men here as endorsing them t and O. A. IScnkendorf.
reason of having bought stock.
Finance Jose E. Chavez. Fred chez, Max H. Montoya, J. W. Rogers,
David Fair, Fra.ik
Smi'h, W. H.
It is not to the point to tell of others Scholle, H. Emory Davis, L. C. BeckSpeckman, William (lardiuer, Juan
equally odorous, as many of us know er and William M. Berger.
113', WEST RAILROAD AVKNUk.
'J' coymitVi
them wi!l, having paid for oar exFloor John Becker, Jr., WilKani Silva, (if rinau Contrcias.
The Helen Commercial club has
perience, nd while we are sadder and E. Le Brim, Adolph Becker, F. (i
Hon.
.John
Uecker.
Fred
wiser mi n. we hope we are not k!ck-i;i- g Fischer and E. C. Zwciger.
agiiins! legitimate iuin.m; :n nil
Scholle and II. E. Dyers f.) act as delegates to the convention.
invest
There are still several 'ouulies ih H
There is no Intent ion in this wrn
CASES FILED
.
ln
hive i n tiaineil delegates as
to lieli'th mining engineers wh
t. It
i
;s row confidently
j.cr-!iare title,! i, licit- name, and there
that there
IN DISTRICT COURT will le r. Da-delegates in
are a r.utehe' :n El F'as'i who have
The telephone preserves your
makes the
The telephone
never hid their names connei ted with
h::d many v 'jl growers and
of noiiUfiil
any milling pronMiion
.in eresieii ly the co.ivcn lo:i.
prolongs your Ufa and
ei.irs
health,
duties lighter, the cares less,
chara'-terin conclusion . would
'I he t Mow in
new ciim s were iile.l which is expected o f.veil the lot.il
protects your home.
number of tho-- e attendim to over
'hat if we will in future ue ordinary ill 'ile c';tnc; court today:
and the worries fewer.
"lOII.
busint ss rules in engaging in mining,
!:. li (ian ii vs. John Hart.
Fe!
M.
.!
9sOO
t
we will recoup our liases and foxier I. est. r a li i in ; for pi .lint iff.
IN
HOME
YOUR
YOU NEED A TELEPHONE
Obone of our irreatcst indusi r'e-.)
Joseph M. I ollomiiin vs. Fi'aiicise i
server," in El Pa:o News.
Armijo y (Hero. Hickey c Moore h'.
(Administration Betiding)
torneys for plaint iff.
Joseph Schmidt vs. Sout h west cm
SANTA FE ITEMS OF
AMONG THE BROWNS
Hrewcry anil Ice Company, .Will li
r ieid anorney for plaintiff.
GENERAL INTEREST!
C. E. HODGIN, Registrar
CAVANAUGH WILL TRY OUT SEVTOO LATE TO
CLARIFY
Finest Whiskies
ERAL ASPIRANTS IN LAS VEGAS
GAME SANTA
FE SESECRETARY RAYNOLDS RETURNS WAXTKIi Cli. ap cli'Mim hcrst' or
'
CURES SUNDAY BALL.
Etc.
,

We place on sale a big

tiger-himsel-

assortment of Odd Chairs
at grealy reduced prices,
among them a most
able lot of chairs at a
tion of 20 to 50 per cent.
We Gladly Show you
our stock, leaving your own
good judgment to do the rest.

Me-ting-

Albert Faber

:

He-rrer-

Railroad

WEnere To

"

Worship

Albuquerque,

The Beer That Makes Milwaukee Jealous

PILSENER BEER
Southwestern Brewety
and Ice Company
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FURNITURE AND CROCKERY

New Home Sewing Machines

B0RRADA1LE

& CO..

M

-

i
i

M

BERGER,

For Prompt Service, Courteous Treatment

-

The Williams Drag Company
THE BLUE FRONT

s.

1

j

A.

i

I

im-r.t- .

University of New Mexico j

J. RICHARDS

Convenience - Comfort - Security

1

-

Opens Monday, August 20

.

Regssftmatioifi

.

Begins

A.

I

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

I

i

INDIAN DANCES TOO MUCH
COUNTY INSTITUTE IN SESSION.

lHJuy;

iiiiiM

l.

I,..

lnii.iitj

r.-

S'Hiili Waller
A imrter; niii.-- t
AN r K I
w a IV- IIhIiIc m ;i in
Ap- jieneral w ir
;
Fiji-iiie
ply l'i liruiiM.-l.- l
C. H. liui aiia'.n cashier
llros.
led S:a.c Bank jiui ini., (ompuiiv. WANTKIl-- Tii
for
ira's new wlnvl
& Rioi
let: vesleiihiv over the Deliv-!;her hhotuun
indu-i- er
nil'-tiiaiule railroad lor hii old hou e a:; V. A. WriKln. Aharudo curio rooms.
La Harpe. Illinois. Win I. !i' returns' I OR I: I : X T Kin ni.,lif (l front room;
here within a we- k or s j he will I";
outside entrance;
also liirnislie.l
accompanied by Ins wiie and three
stiii'i.1 lent, with or with.-'.i- t
board.
(laughters, and this city will be the
.".iic, h,,iji h Al no si re. t
home of the family in the future.
! KX T
KOK
'ot lanes ami coltane
Dr. W. A. Skinner, 3 goverumei:'
(hits, one to five rooms. Very nice- inspector with headquarters
f urnislieil, pianoH, e'e, to suii
AlhuipH Mine, was in '.he ci y :"!!! i.v
Mrs. Niiri-'No I In I'.jiki
en bis way lr Tona:ice. where l.e will
uf vi:..l
I'ir.l menu,
':niiue a large shipment of sht.'P
Icund Pi;- ('(dorado, and from there tie
We do it right.
ROUGH DRY.
will go to WillarJ l) inspect another Imperial laundry Co.
11

i

l

.

1

sli-c-

,

iiiiiiiher of s'rmc
fares on 'he s'de of ll.e liroAii hi
Cava
l...s VeHs to:. sorrow,
nanli's kids amine out scion i lae
jMen of (lalmus uri. io.iast'e wiih
'I'lc. re will l.e a

Hilly TVvl.ir'ji
VeiJas "liick:ii-.- "
..
Tony Or';, (an t t; t
liecanse ne
of
lu do itiat
has a
must lie Hnisiieil before il'e fair. A
man by the mime of Conway, who biys
that tie wore ilu- - Wichita, Kan., to;i(lin ing the eai iy I'm ' of the Ht !
P1"", will ne on the Initial hack. Con-- '
wy was out to practice several even-- '
aii.n; wlta iwo o her new men.
'"K
namely Hiccn jnd Micks, but none of
ilieni look .'ike rial ninl-1- . Mowtver Z
Manager Cavananiyli will try ttiein oat
tomorrow as tome of the p ,'ilars will
I'.--

l.Uch-ini:liii-

i!

oaxooocoocaoocoeooooo

FRENCH BAKERY
213 WEST RAILROAD

i

!

J

20

IHJTTKK NUT
ItlJKAI)
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Better

Than

HOme-Mad-

FINK I. INK. OF
CVlvKS
Always

on Hand.

I

All

West Railroad Avenue

I

Wines, Brandies.

J

SAMPLE A NO
CLUB ROOMS

AVE.

STEVENS & BOWYER, Proprietors

-

Kr'

t

The St. Elmo

City and Outside Orders Promptly Attended to

Hii

It

TO
THE
LADIES:
warm to wash and iron. Send yoor
here
weather

too
Is
Wblffe Dresses to us. We will laundry them
and will deliver them to you in a nice box they will not b
crusliiil or wrinkled. Domestic or gloss finish.
Back ol Poctoffice.
CaH the Red Wagons.
Auto., 319; Colo, Rad 148.
Hot

I

it Waists and

oor-iectl- y

Imperial Laundry Go.

0
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ALBUQUERQUE

PACE SIX

8ATURDAV,
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EVENING CITIZEN.

AUGUST

18.

1906.

Our Fsislhiomi P&gge foir Women
SUMMER

oooooooooo ooooooooo-NEW YORK
FASHION LETTER

FAD

MM

j

PREHY

CUTAWAY

Tv-je-

NEW MEXICO

New York. Au. IS. Perhaps
for ' have rose biiils, or lilies of the valley
no function are customs more conser- or orchids
In the late weddings tne shower
vative than for weddings; changes

bouquets were not otten seen, but the
there may be, to ie sure, but they flat English bouquet was In evidence
lie along the lines of minor deta., also tne round liouquet
surrounded
It may le
and even Individuality has little with dark green foliage.
that .ie bride prefers
chance to ex ress itself; and for so of any nowrr
so long as it is wtute, though roses
public an occasio.. it Is considered are extremely
popular. In those of
hetter taste to make no startling
the bridesmaids some color may be
shown, and If there Is a color scheme
I he prepara4ions tnat are now goeither Individually or In the group
ing on for a September wedding of a to be carried
out. tne oouquets should
fashionable young woman Is an ex- be in harmony.
ample of the best customs at present
A gown of veiling in Queen's grey
In' vogue for that eventful day. This Is trimmed with Irish
crochet lace
get
In
church
married
bride Intends to
and silk bands, consisting of skirt and
s
.ue
as most iprldes
favor
waist, would be a pretty costume for
seclusion, solemnity and sacrednesg of a reception dress, which mignt have
fashfew
of the
a churcn wedding and
been used as a wedding dress If the
ionable weadings are taking place in bride had wished to be married In
the home; moreover, If there are to cloth costume. The skirt was a seven- be many guests, so many prepara-i-on- s gored model, with inverted plait ef
are aiready taking piace ac the fect over the gores, falling full about
house for the luncheon and entertain- the feet, where
three graduated bands
ment of the guests that the church
formed the decoration;
ceremony takes a lot of care away of gray silk
over the gores were occaS'
from the home and saves room for scattreed
lonal bow knots
ribbon, gray, em
other features. The morning wedding broidered in tinyof rosebuds fastened
Is particularly
fashionable just now to the skirt by embroidery stitches
and for those who have country The waist had a square yoke of fancy
homes It Is a popular Idea to have the outline In lace edged with a band of
wedding take place there Instead of gray
silk. A silk belt completed the
in town. A fancy Just now for church costume. A hat that could be worn
decorations Is of heavy balls or green with this gown could be made of gray
set with designs of white bride roses, chip, adorned with a cream lace scarf,
the fashionable flower of the season a gray ruche in the back, a wreath of
Of course, other schemes may be and pink roses
around the crown, and a
are used, according to the desires of
white aigrette at the left side.
the bride.
The traveling suit should be a simAt a church wedding the birde may ple
new soft mobe dressed In the regulation wedding hairs,affair. One of the
of the chiffon variety, should
dress, or a handsome cioth costume be used,
as for suits this material Is
and liat. or the traveling dress. Al- particularly favored!
but for waists It
though so many beautiful white ma- is
not satisfactory,
so the blouse
brides
market,
now
the
in
are
terials
crepe de chine.
A vlHltlnn toilette of rose
nlnk
or
should
of
be
taffeta
if
there
and
satin
cling
still
to white
or some otner more pliable goods that crepe has a cutaway coat which is
Is some old luce In the family, her
drapes and blouses softly, which, even as stunning as it is unique. It Is
costume is complete. For the satin In
tiie newer weaves, mohair does not heavily embroidered with silk of the
Is
style
at
no
wedding dress there
do.
Make the skirt with the new self same tone, and trimmed with
adaptIs
vogue
that.
present in
better
de sole and lace.
circular
sides and the inverted box satin, moussellne
printnan
the
ed to its construction
a tioaw
. iin fi i ,. Tiii ii . una
plait In the back and front with, perii ' .
ii m
iuuq .la qpI
i'i u m
iiii. j la(n
cess, which, if the figure be at all haps,
dyed
to
Is
shade
This
a
Insertion
or
trimming
braUl
the
of
mohair
emphasized.
good, has its best 'points
or the crepe. The French touch or
A 'handsome gown, made of cream bias bands of taffeta. The coat should rilHtlnntlnn
In Mark
is secured hv
be
with
short,
narrow
a
waistcoat
satin, effectively garnished with lace,
nipnn- - nf the mllara nnrt miff a. These
silk,
of
match
braided
to
th
and
construcgores
In
had nine
used
its
are of satin and are edged with wide
tion, which follows closely the lines skirt.
Another costume, that is particu tlutlngs ol mouseinne de sole.
of the figure, lalllug In ripples about larly
n
The hat to be worn witn this
effective, and would be stylish
the feet. A back closing is arranged for church,
nt.-- n
It 1st a
rose nlnk.
la
nf
or
luncheons,
afternoon
above. The body is cut out to accom- calling. Is
floppy moussellne, the brim being
modate the lace tucker and a plain or a walking one of rajahIs,silk, made esIn richly embroidered. A soft satin riblength, that
that just
fancy collar gnlshes the high neck;
bon swathes the crown and ends wiUi
and a deep lace bertne adds a distinct- capes the ground. This should be a a forge bow.
ive touch. In place of the bertha a skirt with long lines in plaits, tunic
lace bolero, wlfh rounding edges, Is mode, or the princess without the
sometimes used, 'ine short sleeves high corselet. A little bolero should
A BATHING MAID
are shirred at the seams and under be provided as these jackets are a
season.
feature
One
of
of
the
the
the cuffs, which are turned back under the elbows, long pointed lace newest lias a shaped band around, the
wrist cuffs are extended. The train lower edge into which all the fullness
measures from waist line to lower is gathered, which Is extended in
edge about two yards and a half. fancy outline up the front and "around
From under a small coronet of orange the neck Into a pointed back.
For the mother of the bride a silk
blossoms Is fastened a long net or
tulle veil, or. If the bride has an old In Queen's gray would be appropriate,
made with a slight train and trimmed
lace veil, sne is in luck.
If a less expensive dress is wished, about the bottom of the skirt with
some of the pretty white silks, all bands; a slightly draped waist giving
over laces and a lace wedding dress an empire effect below a lace yoke
is liked Just now some of the white and collar; puffed sleeves with slashwoollen goods are even used, also ed cuifs having falls of lace, and a
white silk organdies, muslins, etc., narrow pointed girdle would complete
the costume.
over silk foundations,
For the other costumes, there are
A bride who felt that she must
have a rtal wedding dress, yet could th. lingerie modes, such as
not afford a satin, shows a pretty matinees, kimonos, dressing sacks,
piece of china silk, with lace for or- ate.; the morning street costumes, the
namentation.
Princess fitting was afternoon house gown, the morning
used, with five gores, which were shirt waist costume; a plain skirt for
gathered or shirred at the top with a sports, and shirt waists suitable to go
facing about iue Dottom.
A fitted with it, a few odd skirts, one of cloth
lining gives a foundation for the full and one of silk; a few linen suits; an
waist and an Invisible closing is made evening dress, and, last, but not
at the bacK. A tab yoke is inserted, least, the coats: a raincoat, a long
topped by a standing collar and out- wrap for wear over dressy gowns for
lined with small lace medallions, theater, concerts and evening affairs.
which also finish the lower edge of a jaunty short jacket and a
Eton. Some of these adjuncts
the yoke, gathers or chirring may
regulate the fullness of the body por- of the outfit the bride may already
tion at the upper and lower edges. have, which, with a little renovating,
The sleeve linings are faced to the will do good service through the win
wrists an dls made with three prad-uate- ter, and the money may be saved for
puffs and lace cuffs. The bot- those other additions, sue, as belts,
tom of the skirt was decorated with collars, gloves, etc., without a good
groups of lucks between which groups supply of which no woman's wardrobe
was a band of lace medallions. A fine Is complete.
Brldesmaiu s gowns are made on
tulle veil under a wreath of orange
blossoms and white gloves completed the picturesque order. For the
wedding when the morning air
the costume.
In shoes there are some beautiful is apt to be crisp and cool, notalng
ones In white satin embroidered In could be prettier for the four brideswhite silk in a pattern of orange blos- maids the usual number than lace
soms, in the read shades, others again gowns made over silk, and Dlrectolre
coats of taffeta silk with hats of the

mm

Moussellne

de sole is one of the

dresses.
Violet

1s the shade of a lovely street
The maussellne Is of heavy
weight and
over
made
taffeta.
While the model of the gown Is upon
the princess lines, a feature of it Is
the overskirt effect.
This overskirt falls upo na full
Spanish flounce, which has several
tiny tucks heading a wide hem. The
corsage has an elaborate shoulder
piece fastened to the front with filagree buttons. The same draped
Is used on the sleeves.

dress.

ct

FOR

DANCING

OR A
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ALBUQUERQUE

now-a-day-

freaks or Dame Fashion. It Is used
s much for morning street wear this
summer as for dinner and ball

th Annual!

ty-S- jx

m

September

1

7th to 22nd, 1906.

10,000 in Purses for Horse Races
2:18 Pace Surburg's Grain Plug Cut To- bacco Stake, $1,000.00.
2:20 Trot Carnation Cream Stake, $1,000.00.
2:13 Pace Moet & Chandon't White Seal
Champagne Stake, $1,000.00.
2:09 Pace Mitchell Wagon Stake, $1,000.00.
$1,500.00 for Base Ball.
$1,000.00 Fruit and Vegetable Exhibits.
Relay Race.

Ladle'

Half-MI-

Rac.

I

Maneuver by United States Troop,
Baby Show.
Jersey Stock Show.
Poultry Exhibit
Trades Display.
Flower Parade.
Montezuma Ball.
Carnival attractions, with 20 shows on the
streets carnival all th time.
SOMETHING DOING ALL THE TIME.

Territorial Fairs for quarter of a century,
but nothing like this.

T

cos-um-

1

SHORE

on all Railroads

COSTUME

DENVER
&

RIO SYSTEM
GRANDE
"Scenic Line of the World

T

tea-gown-

A (lancing frock for the
August
watering place is of periwinkle blue
crepe with a berthe of French lace.
The gown veils a foundation of ecru
liberty satin, and over it runs vertical lines of rose pink. This trimming is also satin.
The lace which forms the shoulder
Merthe is overlaid with bold motifs of
Irish crochet. Against the skin, In the
round nock, is a delicate mechlin,
which contrasts strongly with the
lace of the berttae. Flounces of the
mechlin make a finish at the elbow
sleeves.
The ParUlenne touch Is given the
frock in the black satin girdle at the
wralst.
This is carried high at the
left side to vanish under the flat
rosette which is centered with a jeweled button.

The Newport bene has a stunning
bathing costume of hostensia
blue taffeta, which Is dotted with
large black polka dots. An ecru taf-teshoulder arrangement
is embroidered In black and edged with
black taffeta.
The bottom of the skirt has narrow lines of black taffeta surrounding It, and colored silk used for the
girdle is held Becurely In place by a
blue enameled buckle. The skirt Is
tucked to give the necessary fullness
for easy swimming.
The broad rimmed bathing bat, tied
coquetti.shly under the chin. Is of ecru
silk rubber. It has an immense bow
of the black dotted hortenslu blue
taffi-tupon its flat crown.
la

-

elao-orat-

MULElEAM
pure Borax also cleanses Class-war- e,
Earthenware, all Table Linen, Cutlery, Silverware, Pewter; In fact Everything for the Table,
and cleans them Cheaply, Thoroughly and Quickly.
am

All dealers, or free sample and illustrated booklet for 5 cent
stamp, cf Pacific Coast Borax Co., Chicago, 111.

s

.if.

,j i. ip... inih

BORAX SOAP

,H!M.wyMi.ii

Mowing ham ami vtils require
thoughtful consideration.
A handsome hat drapery
for wear
in a motor car is of percenche blue
width
chiffon.
h has a two-Inc- h
hem. which i.s of a deeper blue. The
litiii is held to the body of the veil
dyed to
wiili tiny lace insertions,
match tire chiffon, while large- dots
of the deeper blue give charae'er to
the whole.
This veil is draped over a do.e
round blue straw, and is looped
down tu keep the dust aud dirt from
-

is

SAVES HANDS, CLOTHES AND LABOR. ALL GROCERS.
mi

same pielod, In which the first show
of difference in coior in displayed for
each maid, as the drtsses and coats
must be of the same shade.
The
Maid of Honor may have a more
costume, but It is essential that
it be in harmony witn the other
gowns. The little flower girls would
better have silk organdy dresses and
big choux of white ribbon on the hair,
one at the nape of the neck, and the
other on the crown of the Head.
If the wedding is severely simple,
there need be but one bridesmaid a
relative or very dear friend, or there
may be none In exceptional cases;
but never more than six.
Again, for autumn weddings, gowns
made with t tie inplre boleros would
I'c s!lish aud useful for other occas
Veiling, chiffon, taffetas and
ions.
voiles would work up well into princess dresses for a simple "white wed
d:ng." or a the briile should wear a
elo li sun, cbitiou broadcloth, in some
ii.:i.r contrasting cjlor. would be
made witii a circular skirt,
bigli girJK' and bolero costume.
iii and silver feus are still worn,
provide, they are not of too cneap a
satiety.
r'.otherine Mar.n Payisnt.

a

e

through trains. No tiresome
delay at any station.

On all

For Illustrated advertising matter
or Information, address or apply to

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.. Denver, Colo.
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. A.., Santa Fe, New Mex.

Sep-temb-

new

M"

PULLMAN
SLEEPERS,
DINING
CARS, TOURIST CARS,
CHAI1 CARS.

long-sleeve- d

SWELL AUTO HAT

"20-MULE-TEA-

Shortest and quickest line from
Santa Fe to Denver, Pueblo and Colorado Springs and all Colorado
points. Connection at Denver and Pueblo with all line east and west.
Tim a quick and rate a low as by
and other lines.

RAILROADTIME
New

lork,

Aug.

is. Heavy soutache braid gives a decided air to a
jaunty bathing suit of ceil blue. The
cloth from which this seashore cos-

tume Is made is Sicilian, and the
trimming Is of the same shade as the
goods. The narrow front breadth is
crossed with lines of a smaller braid
than that used to encircle the skirt.
The princess waist line is obtained by
means of narrow tucks placed at the
girdle.
The sandals and silk stockings are
of the ceil blue, while the kerchiefs,
which completes this bathing suit, is
of white silk with large dots of the
blue.
Madam Sva, the Clairvoyant.
Is ready for readings in palmistry and
clairvoyancy.
In old town, near Casino, on left hand side going out on

Railroad avenue, this city.

She helps

you to nealth, wealth, p.nver and

Impure blood runs ycu down makes
you an easy victim for organic diseases. Burdock Wood Bitters purifies
the blood cures the cause builds
you up.
o
Now thut kissing Is 'prohibited In all

the Indiana schools, the young Idea
will have to study It by the correspondence method, something like this:
"1 close with many kisses (
!
Your devoted," etc.
Give us your ROUGH DRY work,
and get Is back Wednesday.
Imperial laundry Co.
o
Hesu'.ate.s
the bowels, promotes
asy natural movements, cures constipation
loan's Hegmets. Ask your
ilrtir'gist for them. 25 cents a box.
Monday,

1

TAKE

A BLUNGE
'

th

SWIMMING
504 North
10

POOL.
Open
p. m.

First Street.
a. ti. to 10

Daily,

TABLED.5R.J.Sy8em

(In effect July 1, 1906.)
Eastbound.
No. 2, Atlantic Express, arrives 7: SI ...SANTA
a. m., depart 8:25 a. m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrive 11:61
p. m., depart 12:09 a. m.
Effective December 10,1905
No. 8, Chicago & Kansai City Ex
press, arrives 6:45 p. m., depart Eastbound.
Westbound.
7:45 p. m.
No. 426.
Stations.
No. 425.
Westbound.
No. 1, California Express, arrive 7:S
3:00am
p. m., depart 8:15 p. m.
Pueblo
ll:05pu
4:35am
Colo. Springs
9:40pm
No. 3, California Limited, arrive
7:30
A
m.,
am
Ly.
r.
a.
departs 11:25 a. m.
11:05
7:00 pm
Denver
12:51pm
&
Espanola
1:26pm
No. 7, Mexico
California- Express
arrives 12:05 p. m., departs nno 11:00 am Lv. Santa Fe Ar. 3:30pm
3:00 pm
p. m.
11:36 pm
Barranca
4:02 pm
10:29 pm
Servllleta
8outhbound.
4:32pm
10:00pm
Tres Piedraa
No. 27 El Taso train, departs at 12:35
6:45 pm
8:10 pm
Antouito
p. m.
S:30pm
Alamosa
6:40am
Local freight train. No. 99, sou to
12:26 pro
2'llpm
Embudo
bound, departs at 6 a. in., and car
Trains atop at Embudo for dltmer
rles passenger.
where good meals are served.
Arrive From South.
No. 22, Mexico Express, arrives 7:vj
a. m.
Connections.
No. 1 run direct to Los Angeles.
Antonlto,
for Durango, Sllvertoi
At
No. 7 runs direct to San Francisco.
points.
No. 3 runs direct to Los Angeles and and intermediate
At Alamosa, for Denver, Pueblo and
San Francisco.
Intermediate points, via either the
All trains dally.
standard gauge line via La veta Pas.
T. E. PDRDY. Agent.
or the narrow gauge via Salida, making the entire trip in daylight and
"Make Ha While the un Shines." passing through the FAMOUS HOYAL
There is a lesson In the work of the GORGE. Also for all point on the
thrifty farmer. He knows that the Creed branch.
bright sunshine may last but a day
Traveling Freight
A. S. BARNEY,
and he prepares for the showers and Passenger Agent.
which are so liable to follow. So It
S. K. HOOPER. G. P. A..
should be with every household. DysDenver. Colo.
entery diarrhoea and cholera morbus
may attack some member of the home
without warning. Chamberlain's Colic,
PENNYROYAL
PILLS
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy, whlcu MOTT'S
They overcome Hkn.-firr.tfu.
Is the best known medlclae for these
larit an J ujiitjiKna,lu i
I
vf nfUru.
" pawn ,,t in,
L tud Udiiu
diseases, should always be kept at
J
" 'Ih'jr '
itlV Mutrra"
hand, as Immediate treatment is necrir1iiat WoniftniitM'U. uioniac de- ami
ho
el...rf nt of urirn
iIi T Zt'W tllor
essary, and delay may prove fatal. For
,.r t.tnetitl)
tt"mUf- le
Vj
salo by all druggists.
'o hrm-ll-per
'? '""
a
f
hui
o
M0TI CHEMICAL CO.
I h A
A Cltixen Want ad does the work.
Try one.
. ANN
VOH SALE BY
& SOX.
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AUGUST

SATURDAY,

18,

YESTERDAY'S GAMES.

Thursday Evening, August 30, 1906

National League.

At Pittsburg

H.

Pittsburg

"Lovers and Lunatics"

Boston

H.E.

4 10

3

2

1

9

n
Batteries Phllllpl and Gibson;
and Needham.
At St. l.ouis
R. H. E.
St. Louis
5
4
Lln-dama-

The Great Three Act Laugh Provoking Comedy
STRONG CAST OF CHARACTERS

New York

6

6

4

Batteries hhode
and Marshall;
Ames, Wiltse and Bresnahan.
At Chicago
R. H. R
Chicago
6 9 0
2
6 0
Brooklyn
Batteries Reuhlhsc.i, Overall and
Kltng; bcanlon and Ritter.
At Cincinnati
R. H.E.
2
7 1
Cincinnati
2
4 12
Philadelphia
Schlep
Frazer
Batteries
and
Sparks; Duggleby and IXioln.
R. H. E.
Second game
1
8
2
Cincinnati
1
4
0
Philadelphia
Schlel;
Batteries Weinier
and
Charles
Richie, Duggleby and Donovan.

Benefit of Highland Methodist Church
General Admission 50c, Reserved Seats 75c

Reserved Seats on Sale at Matson's After
Tuesday, August 28, 1906
J. Abbott. Jr., Corporal
l?rra. Corporal A. T. Keed.
Dy orde, of

A.

S. P. ROUTE

CITIZEN.
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ELKS OPERA HOUSE

H

EVENING

ALBUQUERQUE

1906.

Angeies, Cal., June 6. 1906.
Paclhe Mutual Life Insurance company, Los Angeles, California.
i recently received your letter advising me cf the
ttentlenien:
mammy of my policy No. H.:20, dated June 1, 1SS6, twenty payment
'life, for lo.OO", offering me one of the following opt.ons In settlement:
rirst Total cash surrender value $4160.00 (being K67.O0 more than
paid In premiums, besides twenty years of Insurance free, which upon
term basis, would have cost $1o25.5).
a
"Second insurance, fully paid. I r life, l.i.otni and a dividend In cash
of $1,4.. . (being 47.i per rent of the total premiums paidi.
"Third Insurance fully paid, for life.
844.00.
Fourth Cash annual Income for life, 33.ot). (Being 10.4 per cent of
premiums paid; besides Insurance tor twenty vears free, valued at

policy-holder-

E. C. ABBOTT.

s

WINS

iuny protects you as vo quaiuy. a to price, you can t beat ours on Uia
same grade of goods.
Our repair shop Is In the hands of skilled men and Is equipped wit
all necessary appliances for doing the highest grade of repairing,
trimming and painting. Ring up, write or call

Albuquerque Carriage Co
CORNER OF FIRST STREET AND TIJERAS AVENUE.

M. A. NEWMARK.

Mmnrngmr for
Room 1, N. T. Armljo Bldg.

Albuquerque

and Northern Arlaonm
'
Write For Agency.

120,-Oo-

y

Machine Works

at her parlors, No.
West Railroad avenue, la prepared to give thorough scalp treatment, do hair dressing, tre.t corns,
bunions and Ingrowing nails. She
gives mM8age treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
of complexion cream builds up the
skin and Improves the complexion,
and Is guaranteed not to be Injurious.
She also prepares a balr tonic that
Gent
Bttlfdtog Supplies
cures and prevents dandruff and nalr
falling out; restores life to dead hair;
removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Also a face powder, a freckle
Both Phonu
Third and Marquette
cure and pimple cure and pile cure.
All of theae preparations are purety
vegetable compounds. Have Just ad
ded a vibrator machine for tre'meot
of scalp, face and cure of wrinUes,
We have received a car load of Lightning presses and in order to Bel
It is also used for rheumatism, p tins them right
out e will make a very low price, based on spot cash cost to
massage
and
us and car load
209

Chic-kerln-

Foundry and

m. P. HALL, rrmmrl0tor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; SkafUaia.
Pulleys, Grade Ban, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iroa Croats Nr
Buildings.
Mfrt on MlirtitM mini Mm MmoMnmry m Upooimlty
Foundry east side ot railroad track.
Albaqaertaa. n

Mrs. Bambini,

DO YOU KNOW

That the day of pianos oeing a luxury
has passed, and that they are now a
necessity. If you don't know it call
in at our store, examine our world-famoline of goods, and you will
then understand.
g
We are sole representatives of
Kickey.
& Sons, Everett, Kimball and
R. H. E. other well known makes.
At: Philadelphia
6 10 1
Cleveland :
All pianos reduced in price for next
t
4
0 ten days.
Philadelphia
El
and
Moore,
Rhoades
Batteries
More Men Sent Out From
THE WHITSON MUSIC CO.
Bemls; Combs and Powers. '
114 South Second Street.
H.
E.
game
R.
o
Second
Paso to Block Colorado
7
2
2
Cleveland
In Self Defense
1
4
6
Philadelphia
River Inflow.
Major Hamm. editor and manager of
Batteries Hess and Buelow; Coak-le- the Constitutionalist, Bmminence, Ky.,
and Powers.
when he was fiercely attacked, four
R. H. E. years ago, by piles, bought a box of
At New York
Incorrect reports thHt the Southern FINE CEMENT BEDS
7
2
6
Bucklen"s Arnica Salve, of wHcn he
Pacific had been bested by the Salton
NEAR CARLSBAD, Detroit
5 4 says:
sea and that trains were being detour-e"li cured me in ten dks and
nnd. New Y'ork
Nillson, secretary
A. W. I
Donahue and Payne; no trouble since. ' Quickest healer of
Batteries
T
into El Paso over the Santa Fe has ,aU.,..,.rP. Church nresldent :
burns, sores, cuts and wounds. 25c
led to discussion among railroad men W. F. Harbert, manager, and C. O. Hogg, McGuire and i nomas.
R. H. h. at all druggists.
and CURE
as tj the course the road would pur- Harbert. vice president, of the Orion- At i.oston
LUNC8
2
3
sue In the event the water rose to tay Cement & Plaster company, of Boston
ORDER
YOUR
TELEPHONE US
'l
7
4
Chicago
such a height as to render new shoofty
WITH
FOR THAT COAL YOU ARE GOING
tracks impassable.
trln tn th ecement beds of' Batteries Young, Crlger and Car TO
STOCK
FOR NEXT WINTER.
In that event it is generally believ- the company, these being located at. rigan; Owen, White and Sullivan
W. H. HAHN & CC.
a League
ed the passenger trains will be run Pole 101. on
the Pecos Valley &
o
Western
over the Santa Fe tracks from Sun Northeastern railroad line, li nines
The End of The World
R. H. E.
At Sioux City
Bernardino through to Ash Fork, Ari- north of Carlsbad, and comprising
ONSUMPTION
Pries
0 12 5 of troubles that robbed E. H. Wolfe,
zona, where they will cross over the 3.500 acres, The 'secretary informed Sioux City
OUGHSand
60c $1.00
5 of Bear Grove, la., of a., usefulness,
11
Santa Fe, Prescott and Phoenix to the your corresponueiii that the company j1 ut'1) 0
OLDS
"":
Fret Trial.
and came when La began taking Electric
Batteries Dickenson, Sawyer
dqIii at ni'tmpnt. nil
Sou; hern Pacific main line at MaricoBitters. He writes: "Two years ago
the the share so far having been taken! reese: Henley and Kennieker and kidney
pa a possibility suggest eil by
Bureat and Quickest Cure for all
trouble caused me great suffcontinued rising of the Salton sea.
THROAT and LUNO TROUBhv Roswell people,' there being no Messdtt
It. I. E. ering, which I would never have surThe statement is further made that Carlsbad holders. He also said that) At Lincol- nLES, or MONEY BACK.
Bitb 10 I vived had I not taken Electric
the Southern Pacific officials have they had one of the finest deposits of Lincoln
general
ters.
me
They
also
cured
of
3
been looking to the future, and that cement earth he had ever seen, and u,'nver
PIONEER BAKERY
ana
Jones
Zinran; debility." Sure cure for all Ftomach.
Batteries
indue, hav- if it becomes impossible to stop the i viu0n w n comm-ten- t
liver and kidney complaints, blood disSIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
encroachments of the sea, that a per- ing been in that and similar bnsi- - Adams and Zalusky.
weakeases,
headache,
dizziness
end
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
R. H.E.
At Des Moines
manent line in some other direction ness a lone time, being president of
0 4 I ness or bodily decline. Price 60c. GuarIn that case they the Hondo Stone company of Roswell. Des Moines
will be necessary.
druggists.
by
WEDDING
all
anteed
CAKES A SPECIALTY.
1
' 1
have been figuring on using the Santa Numerous tests have been made anu uumun ...
san-i
ma.Miner
Dexter;
Batteries
and
through
cement
every one has shown the
YOURS
FOR THE
rAKING
Fe line Jointly with that road
W desire patronage and we guaruu uuuuiuB.
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE EL
antee first class baking.
the canyon and out as far as Bagdad, terial to be of a very nne quamy. mu.
game
R.
H.E.
Second
material;
much
207 South First Street, Albuquerque.
EPHANT.
and from there over ttie new Califor- deposit also contains
7
8
9
Des
Moines
as
well
as
now
cement
good for Portland
which the Santa Fe
nia cut-of- f
3
7 10
lie ad-- I Omaha
STAGE TO JEMEZ SPRINGS
has under construction to a point In for plaster cement. The bedsarrange-W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
!
Batteries Manske and Dexter; Moand
An.ona Just north of Phoenix. From jacent to the railroad,way
Gonding.
Neely
a
and
build
to
LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANS
this point it would ife very easy to ments are now under
to
Is prepared
O
The unders'sned
get to their main line by way of Marl- - spur track there. Mr. Nillson re- -FER STABLES.
Hear.
Am
A.soc.at.on.
celebratthe
trips
counand
from
make
to
Eddy
of
people
Horses and Mules Bought and Ex
marked that the
copii.
-- Uy
inl
kant,a'
Any
HOT
ed
JEMEZ
SPRINGS.
did
and
know
not
changed.
It is sa'id the mileage of this line ty and Carlsbad did
7 formation desired
Kan s.iB C.y
can be secured
noKsn.nitiPH of
..n. ,v,Q
- IN THE OITY
would be longer than the present, but IIUL
i.m i
entii
2 from George H. Moore, No. 113 West BEST TURNOUTS
Louisville
country
would their own
Second Street, between Railroad and
not a great deal, and that
At
St.
Pau.
avenue.
Railroad
Copper Avenue.
solve the question of a through route
6
Paul
Galveston's Sea Wall
JAMES T. JOHNSTON.
wlii n the pea cuts orf the present line, makes life now as safe In that, city as Columbus
b
THIRD STREET
which it is sure to do soon unless the on the higher uplands. E. W. Goodloe,
At Minneapolis
flow of the water is stopped.
In Minneapolis
2
street.
on
Dutton
resides
who
That the Southern Pacific Is s ill Waco, Tex., needs no sea wall for loledo
0
fight. ng the water, however, is shown fifety. He writes: "I have used Dr.
At Milwaukee
by the fact that an additional supply King's New Discovery for consump- Milwaukee
All Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meats.
4
THE SHORT LINE
of laborers for work at the Intake tion the past five years and It keeps Indianapolis
1
Stesm Sausage Factory.
of
Colorado
the
waters
FROM
which
the
from
Second game
nie well and safe. Before that time
El
Paso
out
EMIL KLEINWORT.
from
was
pour,
sent
river
2
I had a cough wnicn for years had Milwaukee . .
Masonic Building, North Third Street.
Thursday afternoon. These men were been growing worse. Now It's gone." Indianapolis
a
sent out by George White, who has Cures chronic coughs, la grippe, croup
been supplying men for this work for whooping cough and prevents pneuNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
To-- St.
many months here.
monia. Pleasant to take. Every uot-tl- e
'
m
THE CELEBRATED
guaranteed at all druggists. Price
(Homestead Entry No. 6263.)
R. R. NOT TO
Department of the In vrior. Land Of- PENNSYLVANIA
50c and f 1. Trial bottle free.
Paul, Minneapolis, Dulutti
LAW
flee at Santa Fe, New Mexico, July
CONTEST
COURT WILL CONVENE
17,
1906.
reports
newspaper
to
In reference
IN UNION COUNTY
AND THE NORTHWEST.
unNotice is hereby given that the folthat the railroads of the country,
W. J. Mills of Las lowing named settler has filed notice
Justice
Chief
Pennsylof
ihe
leadership
der the
past
during
the
been
Vegas, who
of his hit jnt Ion to make final proof
vania railroad were planning to de- - week at the had
Grand Canon of the Colfeat the purposes and contest the va- orado in Arizona, with his family, has in support oi his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the probate
com
lliliiv of the new interstate
returned and will proceed immedi- clerk at Albuquerque, New ..exlco, on
merce act. the Pennsylvania Railroad ately
county,
where
to Clayton, Union
September 6, 1900, viz.:
Bottled In Bond.
comnanv authorizes the following District
To
Court Clerk Secundlo RoFelix Garcia y Salazar, of Albustatement:
will
and two commissioners
querque, Bernalillo county, New MexCHICAGO,
"The Pennsylvania Railroad com- mero jurors
MINNEAPOLIS,
for the September term ico, for the NEU SE',4, Section 10;
pany is not seeking to contest the draw
ST. PAUL, FORT DODGE,
court.
county
district
Union
of
the
10
Township
ou
NWU
11.
law,
its
Section
new
either
SW,
validity of the
WATERLOO. DUBUQUE, GALENA,
own behalf or in conjunction with Stomach Troubles and Constipation. north. Range 5 east.
Distillers.
study
nanus
ROCKFORD.
He
FREEFORT,
the following witnesses
exhaustive
other railroads. An
hope for
No one can reasonably
KY.
FRANKFORT,
prove
to
upon
by
his
being
continuous
residence
made
of the measure is
good digestion when the bowels are
The f.nest train service to the above
and cultivation of raid land, viz.
both its legal and traffic departments, constipated. Mr. Chas. Baldwin of
MemOrleans,
Pilar Trujillo, FranciBco Olguln, Da- - Tioints; also to NewEvansville,
fo rthe purpose of clearly understandIII., says: "I suffered from
Ind.;
no Gutierrez nrt Juan Anodaca all of 1'hls- Vlcksbjrg.
(VIE LI N I & EAKIN
s
ing Its scope and requirements, in chronic constipation and Btomach
Nashville, Tenn.; Atlanta, Ga.; Jack'
nenter New Mexico
order that they may be properly
for several years, but, thanks to
In
R'nville, Fla., and all other points
Sole Agents.
MANUEL li. OTERO,
As Is well known, Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tabcomplied with.
Register. the couth and southeast.
N. M.
Albuquerqum,
the Pennsylvania Railroad company lets, am almost cured." Wily not get
Ticket Office, 805 Ceventeenth St.,
many years ago took a very firm a package of these tablets and get
Automatic Phone, 199.
Baby
Main 1125.
Phone,
Denver,
Colo.
with
five
minutes
won't
suffer
in
maintained,
stand, which it has
well and stay well'' Price 25c. Sam- croup n you apply Dr. Thomas' ElecJAMES CULTON,
opposition to freight rate rebaiing. ples free. For 6ale by all druggists.
tric Oil nt once. It acts like magic.
Commercial Agt
company
has
and the policy of the
which
been to favor any measure
would entirely eliminate such practices from American railroading. In
UfUMOm .leaWTiflCTi'nsi,
so far as it understands the purpose
of the new law, therefore, it Is this
company's intention to
with the interstate commerce commission in carrying it out, with the
expectation that the law
confident
will be administered fairly and Intelligently."
w

F SALTOH SEA

i

WITH EVERY VEMI--,
CLE WE SELL.
Any part falling ty
means of defectlva
material or workman-hlp will be mad rood (
without expense totb
owner, Irrespective of .

B. SCHWENTKER,
r.Nmvr
Mmxlco

American League.
R. H.E.
At Washington
3
5
2
Washington
2
2
8
fct. Louis
Hughes and Warner;
Batteries
Powell and Spencer.
R. H.E.
Second game
A 1o
4
Washington
ti 0
4
St. Louis
Batteries Kltson, Falkenuerg, Pat
Wakefield; Howell and
ten and

Captain First Infantry, Commanding
Company F.
Articles of Incorporation.
The following articles of Incorporation have been filed In the office of
rerritorl.il Secretary J. W. Raynolds:
Fort Sumner Ijvnd and Development
company. Principal office at Las Ve-- i
g'ns, N. M. Territorial agent, Frank A.
Manzanares, at Lab Vegas. Capital;
stock, $30,000, divided Into fifty thousand shares of the par value of 1
each. Commence business with
townsite,
Object, establishing
selling real estate, making Improvements and doing a general mercantile business. Duration fifty years.
Incoriwrators, George W. Temple and
David J. McCanne, Denver, and Frank
A. Manzanares, Las Vegas.

n

uuaramee

1,u5.IMt.)

After due consideration I decided to accept option No. 1. I tnere-foram pleased to acknowledge receipt of your check f"r $4,lti0. ,
as a most satisfactory settlement.
I was one of your first
In this city. During the past
twenty yeirs have paid t'ne premiums to protect my family. Just as
I have paid fire Insurance premiums to protect my property, and now.
In contrast w.in fire Insurance, I find I have made a most profitable
Investment; I have not only had $5 ooo life pr'tecon for twenty
years, but an the premiums paid during those years have been re..,m is a praetlea.1
turned to me in cash, and In addition. tit7.oo.
demonstration of your careful economical management.
It Is needless to say that I heartily commend the Pacific Mutual
Yours very truly.
L.fe to the Insuring public.

Strong

This

0004000004.00

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
til

SCREEN DOORS

Lightniog Hay Presses at Very Low Prices
8

d

KILL the COUCH
thi

-

j

M

Dr. King's

New Discovery

fit

..,,-tnl-

j

1".

Illinois Central R.R,

Meat Market

COLORADO

ANTI-REBAT-

ONE NiGHl

O. F. C.
WHISKEY

-

tru-ble-

K0000C0
C0CKKC'C-0- K00
its Location

J.

K0R6ER

m

m

division
W. D l.ee
of t hi- Denver & Rio
Grande railroad, who has been in the
in his pricity since yesterday
vate car for Alami.sa. lie was accompanied by his wile, and ihe lal er's
two visiting Kiests. Miss Gilbert of
New York, and Miss WHmtr of Des
--

a.

It--

Moines.

MATTERS

1'mi;.
San a Fi-- N. M.. A'm.
liiiidquarirrH Cumpany F. Fiit-- t Intau
try. New Mexico Nati.mai Utiafi.
.

i
Oriit-- i s No
In compliance with ti. O. No 1.1. C.
S., A. i. O. The fellow lug enlisted
r.ic'i nt this orxatiiation are desin-- l
c.a'ed as the t am which will renre
ii lot.
.elii Couipjiiy 1', in he c. :r
1

I

f;: the "Hin.'iTan Cii i
C Jllimeneilia
AllU:,t
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SeiseJir
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j
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WM. BERBER,

igaaay

here. Door and Window
screens made to order.
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING

MILL

COOCOOOOtMCOaXXXXXXXXXXB

W. E.

MAUGEP

WOOL

REAL ESTATE-NOT- ARY
PUBLIC.
Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone. 174.

with Raaoe

&

Mauger.

Office, 115 North

First

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

St

M.

RANKIN & CO.

L. H. SHOEMAKER

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE.
LOANS.
Automatic phone 451.
General Repair Shop.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo BuildingFurniture packed and crated; gaso
line and gaa stove repaired
TOTI S. OR API
Next to Walton's drug "tore, Sout Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Third street.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquor
and Cigars. Place your order tot
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD STREET.
0. W. Strong's Sons

A. E. WALKER.

STRONG BLOCK.

riRt

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building Asots
tlon. Office at 217 West RaUroa

UNDERTAKERS
Superintendents
Falrrlew
8bdi Itarbara Cemeteries

avenne.

tod

MONUMENTS

It 211

N

Second BL. Bota

Phone.

ws- -

DRAGOIE

1

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries, Cigar and Tobacco,
n4
All Kinds of Fresh Maat.
300 North Broadway, corner of
lngton avenue, Albuquerque, N. a.

cm99m
Center
0C000C

A

I

I

r

1

Railway

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

4

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY. WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OH
GRAVEL.
MODERN
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASA GOOD,
AND
HOTEL

our prices of lots are u)w and
terms on easy payments; title perfect;
warranty deeds.
purchase
may remain on
money cash.
note, with mortgage security for one
m:ar, with s per cent interest thereon.

Im-

one-thir- d

two-third- s

apply

you wish
SeCy.

sssaa

ertct

a

P--

he

M.

S,

The Belen Town and
provement Co.

--

OF

SCREEN TIME
It

INSURANCE,

Belen Townsite

bluujp'

AVE-

CKXXXXX3CXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXI

SLEYSTER

Am

BANK

j j Sj

OILS, VARNISIIE3 AND
BRUSHES.
Saddles, Lap
Harness,
Leather,
Dusters, Whips, Axle Oils, etc. Palmetto Roof Paint; lasts five vears and
stops leaks. Caaa paid for Hides and
Pelts.
RAILROAD
AVENUE.
408 WEST

O.

RAILROAD

NUE, NEXT TO
COMMERCE.

PAINTS,

':

mbcws

2Q3 WEST

Thos. F. Keleher

Company Are Owners of

Pres.

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

At Consistent
Prices .

The Belen Town and Improvement

JOHN BECKER,

m

Wholesale and Retail, Albnqnerqner

CO.,

PRESCRIPTIONS

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

Lll)

-

OFFICIAL

MILES SOTTM OF

HELEN IS
N. M .. AT THE JCNCTION OF THE MAIN
LEADING
LINE OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM
KANSAS
5 A ST AND WEST FROM CHICAGO,
CITY, GALVKSTO.V AND 1'OINTS EAST TO SAN
LOS ANGELES. AND FROM THE
FRANCISCO,
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
PASO AND TEXAS.
l.imi. BCS1NKSS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, IMx
Ol'T WITH BROAD h'l AND
H'l FEET.
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 2" FEET WIDE,
WITH I.EACTlrTL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
TREES; PUBLIC
OLD SHADE
AND GRAND
SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTING $1C.ihmi; CHURCHES;
COMMERCIAL CLUB; A POPULATION OF L.Vm
PEOPLE; SEVERAL I ARGE MERCANTILE ESTABLISH M ENTS : THE HELEN PATENT ROLLER
M ILL, CAPACITY
1".
BARRELS DAILY; LARGE
WINERY;. THREE HOTELS. RESTAURANTS, ETC.
HELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
WOOL. FUM'K. WHEAT. WINE, BEANS AND HAY
IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO. ITS IMPORTANCE
AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL
RAILROAD CITY IN
IHE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT HE ESTIMATED.
III

&

WE FILL

TO BELEN, N. M,

COME

0

.1

,'A.'

WRITE TO US AT ONCE.

ThcGeo.T.StaggCo.

II

-

i

''wwte

"--

i;t Alaf.H

111

i.

f

'

John Fii'lditiL', formerly a clerk in
the Santa Fe Central railway offices
at S:in:i Fe. who iia !,en spending a
few wetis cn a farm in Ford county.
Kansi v returned ' San' a Fe Wednesday.
He will le'i.iiiu there as bis
health has greatly improved an 'ne
t'llnks me clinia'e cannot b c.uleil
Fielding says
any where eise. Mr
Kansas is going to have a record
l ieiking e.op ibis year ill s!l lines.

firJ

fdhC

u.

V

--

at

once for mai's and prices, if
to secure the choicest ix)t8,

KK000CC0

M

ME
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-
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ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE EliHT.

LOCAL AND

PERSONAL
WEATHER INDICATIONS.

EVENING CITIZEN.

Governor B. Stover. Mrs. Whltomnn
and hor daughter are en route to th?
daughter's home in Illinois, and expect to continue their journey tomorrow morning.
Morey's Solatalres will cross bats at
Traction park tomorrow
with tne
team from Helen. Morey's Solatalres
were formerly the "Grocer
.erks"
unit team, but with the rfceipt o'
;vr brand new suits from the Morey
.Mercantile cotniany of Denver, who
Is backing the local team, they changed their name.
Registration lit the university begins
Monday morning and Judging irom the
applications f r emo'.lment ad letters
mar nave luw:i received, nip n.ttpml.
'e thi riitnlticr voflr will l.n loraur
an ever before. The completion of
n npw rlnrni It i ir La frfi'A Mm FaritTfv
mil improved and more commodl- is lacuitles ior raring ror the

SATURDAY,

FALL SEASON

TRAIN

Sale

Mid-Summ- er

ARRIVALS.

o'rlnp'; this nlipniiwin trains
wcii' repcrtc ,t to arrive tonight as
follnws:
A!

4

Nd. 7. 12:S"i 8. ni.
N'i:h. 1. 8 Hnil 4. on time.

i

I

of Men's, Women'i and Children' Low Shoes. There
is still a good deal of hot weather ahead of us and it
will pay you to invest in a pair of our stylish low shoes,
especially at the low prices we are offering them for.
WOMEN'S CANVAS OXFORDS
WOMEN'S CANVAS OXFORDS
WOMEN'S CANVAS OXFORDS
WOMEN'S KID OXFORDS, BLACK
WOMEN'S KID OXFORDS, BLACK
WOMEN'S KID OXFORDS, BLACK
WOMEN'S KID OXFORDS, BLACK
MEN'S CANVAS OXFORDS
MEN'S KID OR CALF OXFORDS
MEN'S KID OR CALF OXFORDS
MEN'S KID OR CALF OXFORDS
MEN'S KID OR CALF OXFORD

$1.50
1.75

OR
OR
OR
OR

TAN
TAN
TAN

1.75
1.55
1.95

N..3.00 at

245

....!.'
fV.
'.'.

'J'

$1.20
1.40

2.25 at
'2.00 at
2.50 at
$.50

TAN.

at
t

s

C. W. Goelifl was in th city from
Helen yesterday.
,
A. D. Coon Is among the Soeorroltes

at

2.65

2.00 at
3.00 at
3.50 at
4.00 at

2.25
2.65
3.15

1.55

SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
When purchased at F. F. Trotter'i
grocery store, art aore to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This ! because we always procure the best manufactured.
We find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

F. F. TROTTER
No.

118 and 120 South 8econd

street

T. Y. MAYNARD

GEO. W. HICKOX.

DURING THE DULL SEASON IS WHEN WE HAVE THE TIME TO
REPAIR YOUR WATCH OR CLOCK, AND GIVE IT THE CLOSEST AND BEST ATTENTION. RING US UP AND WE WILL CALL
FOR THE CLOCK. WATCHES ENTRUSTED TO OUR CARE ARE
PLACED IN VHE VAULT EVERY NIGHT. ON WOivK FROM OUT
OF TOWN, WE PAY EXPRESS CHARGES ONE WAlf. TRY US.

The

Hickox-Maynar- d

New

Mexico's

Co.
Leading

Jewelers

ALBUQUERQUE

GO.

HARDWARE

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

HARDWARE.

HARNESS
SADDLES
CHINA
GLASSWARE
PLUMBING

3

GO,

HARDWARE

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

jf J ....

mm

H. S. VanSlyck, livestock agent foi
the Santa Fe, left this morning for
the north, after having spent a couple
of days in the city transacting official
business.
Miss Frances Moore has returned
from Denver, where she has been for
some days past, and has resumed the
management of the Roosevelt rooming house.
Nye G. Morgan, with the E. L.
Washburn company, has Just returned
from Emporia, Kas., where he has
been visiting irlends and relatives the
past week.
public
James Graham McNary,
printer for New Mexico and editor of
the Las Vegas Optic, spent last night
in the city and returned to the Meadow City this morning.
Albert Faber, the wtst Railroad
avenue carpet and furniture dealer, returned last night from a goods buying
trip to Chicago and New York. Mr.
Faber can boast oi the largest furniture store in the gout u west.
Mr. and Mrs. Joapp.i .'rice and N.
Lowenstein oi Socorro are In the city
the guests of relatives. Mr. Loweu-steiltaves tonight for New York to
Dity goods for the Socorro Mercantile
company. Mr. and Mrs. Price will
probably return nome tomorrow night.
Miss .Mary Barron, daughter of Rev.
and Mrs. John W Barron, was the
guest of .ionor at a pleasant social
function given last night by Prof, and
Mrs. C. E. Hodgln of University
Heights, ine occasion was the young
lady's birthday. About twenty guests
were present.
The line-u- p
of Morey's Solitaires
tomorrow In the game with the Beleu
"Cut-upwill be as follows: R. Gat-lln- ,
catcher; Lasater, pitcher; Pratt,
first base; Lemke, second base;
Campbell, third base; Qulckel, short
stop; Hale, left field; Quier, center
field; Galles, right field.
Mrs. W. H. Whiteman and Mrs.
John Mulr, wife and daughter of the
late W. If. Wfetteman, whose death
occurred in Los Angeles on the 10th
of the month, arrived from Los An
geles thl smornlng and were greeted
at the local station by a large numbe rof friends. Today they are guests
at tne John A. Lee home. Tonight
the ywlll be visiting at the home of
n

TINNIN3

ALBUQUERQUE

Anti-Saloo-

s"

THE

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glasa, Clocks, Silverware.
rour trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

We Invite

A Plain Talk With You
One cannot believe all thaYs in the papers,
but you're safe to believe all you read over our
signature.

Our business
No
old-fashion-

is run on modern lines.
full-pag-

e

ON DISPLAY AND SALE
THS NEW FALL 1906

iH3

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

1?2

S. Second

HAT MANUFACTURED AT THE PRICE

THE BEST

FALL SEASON

NINETEEN OUCHT SIX

ON DISPLAY AND SALE
THE NEW FALL 1906

in tingle and double soles, vici, calf, velour, and patent vici leathers, lace and
button styles. The essential feature of a Hanart Shoe is that it is made to fit
the foot Back of this is the carefully selected leather and the particular workmanship, which makes that perfect fit last as long as the shoe.

Vici Kid Hanan $5.50, Patent Vici $6.50
ALL ROADS LEAD TO

FRANK COULTHARD

Simon Stern the Railroad Avenue Clothier

SEVERELY INJURED!

CENTRAL STATION FOR GOOD DRESSERS

FELL ON GLASS SHOW CASE
WHILE ON WALL LADDER AT
ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE
STORE,
Frank Coulthanl. a clerk at. the Al
buquerque Hardware company, fell
from a ladder while reaching for an
article on a wail shelf, at V) o'clock
this morning, and falling on a glass
show case, eut a gash several inches
long and to the bone in his right
wrist.
J. F. Ptarce attended the
wound, taking several stitches in the
gash to close It. The show case was
badly wrecKed.

11 G NORTH
AUTOMATIC RHONE S4S

i:

AT THE

"Tracy, the Outlaw." a. wild ami
woolly westtrn melodrama and "Ama
teur nieht" was the attraction nt tne
Casino las; evening that draw a small
audience to Traction park. The bill
isa fairly good one, but the noise
niade by the buncn of youthful "appla' who
use-makers
sit nightly in the

rear, grew wearisome to the audience.
"Dlllv Kersands" and T.ew norlistnrt.
er," two colored comedians, were the
amateur offerings and both made good,
the prize being divided oetween them.
Attend our closing out sale of lowshoes and save money. We want to
dispose of them during tue next few
days and have reduced their prices
accordingly. A good assortment of
styles aud sizes still on hand to suit
and fU you. C. May's Shoe Store, 314
West Rauroad avenue.

wers and rakes
Buy Diamond Edge Tools
and Cutlery

i

p. ra.

Ad-

APPLES WITH NO SEED! NO
C0RE1 TREES FOR SALE. N. W.
ALGER, 124 SOUTH WALTER ST.
ALBUQUERQUE.

Going to the mountains Sunday? We
will loan you a folding pocket kodak.
Houston. 205 West Railroad avenue.
BASE BALL.
Delen vs. Morey's Solitaires tomorrow at Traction Park, 3:30 p. n
Admission 25 cents.

Atk for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take no other.

jl

:

4
c

t

t

Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons, Mead Hay Presses.
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.

CREAM

TONIGHT! TONIGHT! TONIGHT!
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE
ELEPHANT.

U3, U5, U7 Soath First Street

THE STAFF OF LIFE
is bread, good bread, made of tne best

and most wholesome bakers' gods
town. To be had at the
PIONEER BAKERY.
207 Soutu First Street.

vnr n

and you get the best

Alaska Refrigerators,
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves,
Lawn and Garden Tools

BASE BALL. .
Helen vs. Morey's Solitaires

at Traction Park, 3:30

COLORADO RHONE 7a

PjIO

SUNDAY DINNER AT COLUMBUS
HOTEL.
CHICKEN AND DUMPLINGS AND ICE CREAM.
o
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK CREAM
BREAD and take no other.

mission 25 cents.

FIRST STREET

Shelf Hardware
Carpenter Tools
Enamelware
Agricultural Implements

CASINO

40 X, 403 NorthlFlrst Street

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

In

CHICKEN AND DUMPLINGS AND
ICE CREAM,
COLUMBUS
HOTEL
SUNDAY DINNER.
ALBUQUERQUE

BOWLING ALLEYS
West Gold Avenue.
Enter the competitive high score
contest, i rlzes awarued August 20
to highest rollers.
118

BASE BALL.
Helen vs. Morey's Solitaires
at Traction Park, 3:30 p. m.
mission i3 cents.

Ad-

YOURS
FOR
THE TAKING-FRLUNCH AT THE WHITE

IT

EE

BEER,

ST RHCKIVED
at the

Champion Grocery and Meat Market
Cor. Seventh and Tijeras
A choice line of Imported Goods Di-

Sam Peck's Fine Clothing for
Young Men and Boys is now arriving. Better see it.

IN A DOZEN DIFFERENT STYLES, COLORS AND SHAPES.

g

.1

We simply give you plain facts.

Tiger Soft and Stiff Hats

I.. W. Galles of Company
National iliinril Is In recelnt of a
ter from Captain Neblltt of Silver
ty. Ill whirh tho rntitnin rwltoa hta
anks for the couriious treatment
silver city soldier boys rerelved
the 'h&mlt nf thp hvnl mi irr!mwn
ere on Wednesday, when the visitors
ere nanqueted and entertained
at
le i.asino.
Assistant
United Slaves Attorney
J. Lrahv. of I.an Veens nnxspri
rough the citv this tnnrninz en
route to Santa Fe fro mUis duces,
yesterday
he prosecuted a
Chinese deportation case. Today he
Is prosecuting a case against L. J.
Meyers, a Ias Vegas boy, who Is
charged wi h conspiring against the
Santa Fe.
M. O. Chadbounie, superintendent
A Ihnnuprnuo
Construction nf tnp
...........
Traction' com nan v. left this lmirnln?
tor the Upper
where he will
Join Mrs. Chaanournj, wtio Is spending
ie summer on tne cool and fasclnat-banks of the mountain stream,
r. Chauiiourne expects to return to
le Cltv parlv npvt wetk nhp-- i fho
Eighth street switch will hv l,o,n
fully laid, and formally turn the new
extension over to the Traction

FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT
WALTON'S
DRUG STORE.

hot air.

1906.

Llieutenant

g.

80UTH 8ECOND STREET.

THE ARCH FRONT.

IranpaclInK business In the city.
Deputy Sheriff T. C. DeShon of Gallup is in the city to remain until tomorrow tilRht.
Nick Rspler of the State National
hank has none to Kentucky for a visit
to home folks.
Miss Mabel Brlson returned on the
flyer today from a visit to her home
at Mlllersport, Ohio.
Arthur Tessler, Jeweler for S. Vann
& Son, returned
yesterday from an
outing at tfmtz Hot Springs.
leaves In
Miss Liza Dleckmann
about two weeks to enter Belmont
college for girls in Tennessee.
Chaney Rossi, of the St urges European bar. nas returned from a pleasant outing In the Jemez country.
L. R. Allen, formerly postmaster of
l.as Vegas, but now of Blsbee, Ariz.,
was an Albuquerque visitor yesterday.
A marriage license was Issued today to Eliza Garcia, aged 22, Albuquerque, and Miguel Monloya, a;;td 35,
Albuquerque.
Ralph Tascner returned to the city
this morning on the flyer from having
spent much of the summer at nU
nome In Chicago.
Rev. W. W. Havens, superintendent
n
league In New
of the
Mexioo and Arizona, was a passenger
for Raton this morning.
Louis McRae and David Farr returned last night from Colorado, where
they went a few days ago on business
pertaining to livestock.
Mrs. Ed. Johnson of 310 West Silver
avenue Is enjoying a visit from her
nieces, Misses Lora and Violet Bennett of Chant auque, Kas.
Attorney Harry P. Owen returned
this morning from an outing at Ixmg
Mrs. Owen will be In
Beach. Cal.
California for some time yet.
ue
Attorney Geo. W. Klock and
left this morning for the valley ranch
on tne Pecos, where they will recreate till the 24th of the moiun.
Regular meeting of John A. Logan
circle. Indies of the Grand Army of
the Republic, will be held tonight at
7:30 o'clock at Odd Fellows' hall.
Miss Margaret Schuster anticipates
leaving the latter part of next week
for Philadelphia, where she will be
the guest of her sister, Mrs. Snelling-ber-

18,

NINETEEN OUGHT SIX

--

Fair tonight and Sunday.

AUGUST

rect from Italy.
THE BEST LUCCA OLIVE OIL.
Remember, we handle the, best
meats atul a full line of choice groceries.
LOM MORI

&

MATTEUCCI.

TICKETS

R.R
ROSEMELD'S,

AND

FOUGHT.

SOLD

EXCHANGED

Association Offlco

Transactions
Cuarar.tetd

118

W. R. B. Ave.

H

MciMTOSH HARDWARE COMPANY
Successors to E. J. POST

&

COMFANY

Sole Agents for the BURLINGTON OUTING BASKETS
eooooooooooocoo

See Display

in
OurWindow

fin

sa3r.ira
Food

Comp&rtroeol

j

fi

cooeooceccoocooo
215 West Rallroao Avenue

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO
Xft

